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NATIONAL COOPERATIVE HIGHWAY RESEARCH
PROGRAM

Systematic, well-designed research provides the most effec-

tive approach to the solution of many problems facing high-
way administrators and engineers. Often, highway problems
are of local interest and can best be studied by highway de-
partments individually or in cooperation with their state

universities and others. However, the accelerating growth
of highway transportation develops increasingly complex
problems of wide interest to highway authorities. These
problems are best studied through a coordinated program of
cooperative resea¡ch.

In recognition of these needs, the highway administrators of
the American Association of State Highway and Transpor-
tation Offrcials initiated in 1962 an objective national high-
way research program employing modern scientihc tech-
niques. This program is supported on a continuing basis by
funds from participating member states of the Association
and it receives the full cooperation and support of the Fed-
eral Highway Administration, United States Department of
Transportation.

The Transportation Research Board of the National Re-
search Council was requested by the Association to admin-
ister the research program because of the Board's
recognized objectivity and understanding of modern research
practices. The Board is uniquely suited for this purpose as:

it maintains an extensive committee structure from which
authorities on any highway transportation subject may be

drawn; it possesses avenues of communications and cooper-
ation with federal, state, and 

"lpcal 
governmental agencies,

universities, and industry; its refaßionship to the National
Research Council is an insurance of objectivity; it maintains
a full-time research correlation staff of specialists in high-
way transportation matters to bring the hndings of research
directly to those who are in a position to use them.

The program is developed on the basis of research needs

identified by chief administrators of the highway and trans-
portation departments and by committees of AASHTO.
Each year, specific areas of research needs to be included in
the program are proposed to the National Research Council
and the Board by the American Association of State High-
way and Transportation Officials. Research projects to fulfill
these needs are defined by the Board, and qualified research
agencies are selected from those that have submitted pro-
posals. Administration and surveillance of research contracts
are the responsibilities of the National Research Council
and the Transportation Resetrch Board.

The needs for highway research are many, and the National
Cooperative Highway Research Program can make signifi-
cant contributions to the solution of highway transportation
problems of mutual concern to many responsible groups.
The program, however, is intended to complement rather
than to substitute for or duplicate other highway research
programs.
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FOREWORD
By Staff

Transportation Research
Board

This report is recommended to state and local traffrc and safety engineers con-

cerned with conversion ofsrop control to YIELD control at intersections' The findings

presented are based on an extensive literature search, a survey ofstate and local traffrc

engineers, and an analysis of accident data at 765 intersections. Based on this infor-

mation, the researchers developed guidelines for the conversion of srop control to

vrBr-o control and suggested warrants for improved srop and vrBro control for

potential inclusion in the Manual on Uniform Trffic Contol Devices (MUTCD)'

yrELD control is an intermediate form of control between normal right-of-way

under no sign control and srop sign control. YIELD control was first used in the

United States in 1951 even though the vlnro sign did not appear in the MUTCD

until 1954 when it was designated as an experimental sign. It was not until 1964 that

the yrBro control was identihed as accepted practice in the MUTCD. Since its first

use, many studies have been conducted to evaluate the effectiveness ofvlnLo control.

The results of these studies have been mixed, indicating the complexity of the subject

matter and the diffrculties associated with accounting for all pertinent variables.

NCHRP Project 17-7 was initiated based on the hypothesis that there could be

significant savings in fuel consumption, vehicle operating costs, motorists delays, and

vehicle emissions if y¡Brt control was substituted for sroP control at appropriate

locations. It was envisioned that these potential cost savings and improved operations

would set the stage for possible conversion of many stop-controlled intersections to

yrELD control. However, it was also known that these user savings may be offset by

increased accident costs if there were more accidents or more severe accidents, where

intersections were converted from sroP to YIELD control. Previous studies on low-

volume intersections concluded that control type has no appreciable effect on accident

experience and that yrELD control is more economical than srop control because of

the reduced delay and road user costs. For higher traffic volume intersections, however,

insufTicient accident datahadbeen collected to demonstrate the relative safety of sror
versus YIELD control.

The objectives of this study were to determine the accident experience when

srop-controlled intersections were converted to YIELD control and to develop guide-

lines for converting srop control to yrBro control. To achieve these objectives, the

researchers identifìed current trafftc engineering practice through a reveiw of the

technical literature and a survey of state and local highway agencies. In addition, the

researchers collected existing accident dala and conducted new field studies to de-

termine the safety consequences of converting sror control to YIELD control for a
full range of applicable traffrc volumes. The researchers analyzed the information

gathered and developed definitive guidelines regarding YIELD control as a substitute

for srop control and suggested wording for improved srop and YIELD control war-

rants. It is believed that implementation of these guidelines and warrants will improve

the safety and efficiency of many roadway intersections'
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SUMMARY

GUIDELINES FOR CONVERTING
STOP TO YIELD

CONTROL AT INTERSECTIONS

Prior research has indicated that there could be large savings in fuel consumption,

vehicle operating costs, motorists delay, and vehicle emissions if vlsro control were

substituted for srop control at appropriate locations. While vlern control has been

found to be as safe as STOP sign control at very low volumes, the safety impacts are

not well established for higher volume levels. If more use of the YIELD sign for

intersection control is to be made, it is necessary to establish the comparative accident

experience and cost effectiveness of both controls at as wide a range of volumes as

possible. In recognition of these issues, objectives of this project were to: ( 1) determine

the accident experience when stop-controlled intersections are converted to vlelo
control, and (2) develop guidelines for converting sroP control to YIELD control.

Initially, a literature review and survey of highway agencies was conducted to

determine current engineering practice and safety experience at STOP and vlBr-l
controlled intersections. The survey of state and local agencies showed that very few

agencies had changed their control from STOP to YIELD and there appeared to be

widespread reluctance to do so because of the perceived safety consequences and

concern over liability.
The literature review focused on: (1) history ofvlBrn control, (2) studies ofvlel-o

use, and (3) warrants and recommendations on YIELD use. Previous studies of srop

to yrELD conversions showed mixed results, but there was more evidence to indicate

an increase in accidents with conversion. '
A total of 756 yrELD and srop controlled intersections in six cities were analyzed

in terms of their accident experience. Saginaw, Rapid City, and Pueblo had recently

converted some srop control intersections to YIELD control; therefore, data from these

three cities were used in analyzingaccident experience both before and after conversion.

Data from Seattle, Milwaukee, Madison, and again Rapid City were used in analyzing

established yrELD control intersections. These safety results were then integrated with

user costs and benefits (which were updated from a previous study) to develop criteria

for converting from sroP to YIELD.

The key findings from this research include the following:

1. Intersections converted from s.top to vIELD control are likely to experience an

increase in accidents, especially at higher trafftc volumes. The expected accident

increase is about one accident every 2 years.

2. Accident severity and distribution did not significantly change after conversion

from s.rop to YIELD.

3. Converted yrELD control intersections have a higher accident rate than estab-

lished vtBln control intersections.

4. Four-leg intersections with yrBI-o control have a higher accident rate than T-

leg intersections with YIELD control'
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5. Because of reduced motorist delay, fuel cost and other vehicle operating'costs,
yIELD control is more cost effective than srop control at all volume levels studied.

The guidelines developed for conversion of srop to vIELD control are as follows:

1. Have adequate sight distance.

2. Intersection volume less than 1,800 ADT, major street volume less than 1,5@

ADT, and minor street volume less than 600 ADT are potential conversion candidates.

3. Intersections experiencing less than three accidents in 2 years are candidates

for conversion.

Although yrELD control was found to be more cost effective than srop control,
the possibility of an increase in accidents occurring at an intersection converted from
srop to yrELD control does exist. For this reason, engineers should be cautious when

converting from s.lop to vIELD. However, for new intersections, wider use of YIELD

control is recommended where volumes are within the ranges stated above and where

there is adequate sight distance.

INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH APPROACH

PROBLEM BACKGROUND

Research indicates there could be large savings in fuel con-
sumption, vehicle operating costs, motorist delay, and vehicle
emissions if vr¡rp control were substituted for srop control at
appropriate locations. These user savings may offset increased
accident costs, if there are more accidents where intersections
are converted from sror to YIELD control. This potential for
cost savings and improved operations sets the stage for possible

large-scale conversions of many srop-controlled intersections to
vIel-o control.

Studies oflow volume intersections have concluded that con-
trol type has no appreciable effect on accident experience. These

studies indicate yIELD control is more economical than srop
control because of the reduced delay and road user costs. For
higher traffrc volume intersections, however, insuffrcient acci-
dent data have been collected to demonstrate the relative safety
of sror versus YIELD control.

The extent of noncompliance with sror signs at certain lo-
cations also suggests that YIELD control may be more appro-
priate. Research has shown that a very high percentage of
motorists do not comply with sror signs where they perceive
a full stop is not needed for safe entry into the intersection.

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

In recognition of the foregoing findings, the National Co-
operative Highway Research Program sponsored this study

which has the following stated objectives: (1) to determine the
accident experience when stop-controlled intersections are con-
verted to ytrlp control, and (2) to develop guidelines for con-
verting srop control to vIELD control.

The research was to include both four-leg and T-type inter-
sections and cover the full range of applicable traffic volumes.

To meet these objectives there are six major task assignments.
These are enumerated, as follows:

Task 1. Determine the current traffic engineering practice
and safety experience at sToP and vlrr-o controlled intersections
through a review of the technical literature and contacts with
state and local highway agencies.

Task 2. Prepare a study design to determine the safety con-
sequences of converting sroP control to YIELD control for the
full range of applicable volumes.

Task 3. Collect existing accident data and/or conduct new
field studies to carry out the approved study design.

Task 4. Ãnalyze the accident data according to the approved
study design.

Task 5. Update the user costs and beneflrts from previous
studies and integrate these costs with the safety results to develop
criteia for converting srop to vler-o control.

Tøsk 6. Prcpare a final report to include appropriate guidelines
for converting srop to vIELD control and suggested wording
for improved sror and vIELD control warrants for potential
inclusion in lhe Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(MUrcD) (1).



Further description of the study methodology is provided in
the next chapter.

Two points should be made that provide further clarification
ofthe scope ofthe study: (1) The focus was on vIELD control
use and especially on converting existing sror control to vIELD
control, No special studies or analysis was done to define war-
rants for uncontrolled intersections or srop control intersec-
tions. (2) This project focused on the use of yrero signs as a

control measure for the approach leg of the side street at an at-
grade intersection. Hence, its application for controlling merge
points or 4ccelçr4tion lanes, second entrances on divided high-
rvays, or for channelized right-turn was not examined.

STUDY APPROACH

The identification of current practice and safety experience
required in Task I was based on a literature review and a

questionnaire sent to all 50 states and 200 local jurisdictions
(cities and counties) of varying sizes throughout the country.
The questionnaire was also used to identify jurisdictions that
had useful data and were willing to participate in conversions.

The primary focus related to data collection and analysis was
to determine the safety consequences of converting Stop control
to YIELD control for a full range of volumes. It was intended
ihat at least 250 intersections in several cities where srop to
vIELD conversions had recently been made, or would be made
during the course of the project, would be used for this eval-
uation. Unfortunately, because of the reluctance of agencies to
make conversions, the desired sample size was not attained.
Therefore, the study design was modihed to include accident
occurrence at numerous YIELD control intersections concen-
trating on higher volume locations.

The study design was built upon the study design accident
data from the followi4g locations: Saginaw, Michigan (60 sror

control intersections converted to yIELD control between 1980-
1987, and 39 srop control intersections, used for comparison,
1980-1987); Pueblo, Colorødo (72 sror control intersections
converted to vIELD control in 1986 or 1987, and 16 srop control
intersections used for comparison, 1985-1987); Rapid City,
South Dakota ( 19 srop control intersections converted to yrELD

control in 1983 or 1984, 9 srop control intersections used for
comparison, 1981-1986, and 123 intersections that had always
been under vIELD control, 1985-1986); Seøttle, ll/ashington
(172 vrcrø control intersections for 1985-1986); Milwaukee,
ll/isconsin (178 vlrln control intersections for 1983-1986); and
Madison, ll'isconsin (68 vlelo control intersections for 1983-
1e86).

Data collection activities (Task 3) varied slightly among the
different cities, depending on the availability of data, but in
general consisted of: obtaining relevant accident information,
obtaining traffrc volumes, and conducting a site reconnaissance.

The accident data were analyzed using appropriate statistical
procedures to establish: if the accidents changed with conver-
sion; if the converted sites experienced any adverse "novelty"
effect; which variables might influence the accident increase, if
any; and the expected accident rate for yrero control sites.

The final analytical effort involved conducting a cost-benefit
analysis as a basis for establishing the more cost-effective control.
Following the procedures used by Upchurch (2) in his analysis
of intersection control: (1) The Texas Model for Intersection
Traffrc (3ó) was employed to determine user delay and fuel use

with srop or vIELD control under different operating conditions.
(2) Costs for vehicle operation, user delay, and accident oc-
currence were updated. (3) Cost and benefits were calculated
for a range of operating conditions for both srop and yrero
control.

The results of this analysis compiled with those from the
literature review and the jurisdiction survey were then used as

a basis for final recommendations.

CHAPTER TWO

FINDINGS

LITERATURE REVIEW

The focus of the literature review was on the following items:
(l) the history ofvlpro control use; (2) prior studies that have
made comparative evaluations of stop and ylrrp control and
evaluations of conversions of srop to yrELD control; and (3)
proposed and accepted warrants or guidelines for using vtero
control or for converting sror to yrELD control.

Appendix A provides a full documentation of the literature
review. This section provides a summary of findings.

History of y¡rr,o Gontrol

Figure 1, extracted from a review by Rosenbaum (3), traces
the history of the yIBLn sign development. The vrero sign did

not appear in the MUTCD until its 1954 revision and was
regarded as experimental. Since then the design has changed
twice to its current form which was adopted from the inter-
national symbol for "give way. "

In the 1961 MUTCD, vIELD control became an accepted
practice and the first recommended yrer-o warrants were in-
troduced. These warrants continued through the 1983 MUTCD
with only minor wording change. The warrants will be discussed
later.

Prior Studies

Appendix A presents, in chronological order, a review ofthe
literature that deals with the safety and operational effects of
YIELD control in comparison to no control and sror-sign con-



t97'r MUTCO
ro 1978
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Source: Reference (3)

Figure 1. Historic development of YIr,LD slgns. Source: "A Re-
view of Research Related to the Safety of srop versus vIELD
Sign Traffic Control," Public Roads, Yol. 47, No. 3, p. 78,

December 1983).

trol. It also includes studies that have specifically examined
conversions of sroP to YIELD control.

The salient findings from the studies are the following: (l)
Control type has no discernible effect on accident experience
for "low volume" intersections. (2) In terms of operating ef-

ficiency, vIELD control is superior to srop control for "low
volume " intersections. ( 3 ) Conversions ofsrlop to ytBLo control
at "low volume" intersections have been met with mixed results
of accident change with evidence of increases, no change and
decreases.

A key point underlying these statements is the deflrnition of
"low volume. " The threshold of low volume varied among the
studies; consequently, there is no clear demarcation of volume
levels where a more restrictive control is appropriate.

Warrants and Recommendations on vrnr-o Use

The MUTCD provided its first warrants on YIELD control
in 1961. Except for minor wording changes they have remained
unchanged through the current version. Figure 2 provides the
entire discussion of the current warrants for vlelp signs pre-

sented in the MUTCD. It should be noted that this study deals

with vterp signs used under warrants I and 5, i.e., the use of
vlelo sign as the control for the minor approach leg of an

intersection.
The MUTCD warrants are somewlat lirnited in that they do

not provide specific guidelines, such as appropriate traffrc vol-
umes, accident experience, and sight distance limits. A con-
densed view of attempts by others to provide more definitive
guidelines is provided below.

. Volume Wørrants. Various measures were dehned as nec-

essary determinants to describe the volume of vehicles using an

intersection. Measures such as vehicles per day, per hour, and
per average hour were specified for total intersection volumes,
major or minor roadway or approach volumes. For those war-
rants which specihed total intersection volumes as criteria, ap-

propriate vIsLo control intersection volumes ranged from 1,000

to 5,000 vehicles per day.
. Síght Distance \ïatants. Minimum corner sight triangle

for vreLp control is based on the concept of safe approach
speed, which is the maximum speed at which trafïic at one

intersection approach can avoid colliding with cross traffrc (see

Appendix C for a complete discussion and procedure for de-

termining safe approach speed). Of the warrants reported by
15 jurisdictions, six required a safe approach speed of at least

15 mph. Other reported thresholds were 12 mph ( 1 jurisdiction),
10 mph (3 jurisdictions), 8 mph (4 jurisdictions), and 6 mph
(l jurisdiction).

c Accident llaruants. Many of the warrants reviewed required
a minimum number of accidents before changing from no con-
trol to vIELD control. These ranged from less than 1 accident
per year to as high as 5 per year.

. Roadway Cløssi/ìcation. Several of the warrants provided
that yrELD control be limited to intersections of collector with
local and of local with local. One jurisdiction restricted vIELD
intersections to local with local.

Other specific recommendations included the following:
ylelp should not be used against the major flow if the major
flow is more than 1.2 times the minor flow; and vrBI-p should
be used only if the pedestrian volume is low (i.e., less than 50
pedestrians per hour in peak vehicle hour).

STATE AND LOCAL AGENCY QUESTIONNAIRE
RESULTS

A questionnaire was used to determine state and local agency

experiences with vlero-controlled intersections and with con-
versions from srop to YIELD. It was also used to identify any
agencies who would be willing to participate in a srop to YIELD
conversion study. A total of 32 states (64 percent response) and
73 local jurisdictions (36.5 percent response) responded to the
survey. The questionnaire, as well as a complete presentation
of the results, is found in Appendix B. A summary is provided
below.

Concerning the use of vIBI-p signs for intersection control,
30 percent of the respondents do not use YIEto signs, 32 percent
follow MUTCD warrants, and 38 percent have more specific
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2B-8 Warrants for YIELD signs

The YIELD sign may be warranted:

l. At the entrance to an intersection where it is necessary to assign the right-of-way
and where the safe approach speed on the entrance exceeds l0 mile per hour.

2. On{he entrance ramp to an expressway where an acceleration lane is not provided.

3. At intersections o-n a divided highway where the median between the roadways is more
than 30 feet wide. At such intersections, a STOP sign may be usècl at thê ehtrance
to the first roadway of the divided highway and a YIELD sign may be placed at the
entrance to the second roadway.

4. Where there is a separate or channelized right-turn lane, without an adequate
acceleration lane.

5. At any intersection \¡/here a special problem exists and where an engineering study
indicates the problem to be susceptible to correction by use of the YIELD sign.

YIELD signs generâlly should not be placed to control the major flow of traffic at an
intersection. However, YIELD signs may be installed to control a major traffic movement
where a majority of drivers in that movement are making right turns (see Figure). At
such an intersection, YIELD signs should not be erected at any other approach.

YIELD signs should not be used on the through roadways of expressways. They may be
used on an entering roadway without an adequate acceleration lane, but in a well designed
interchange, the sign would interfere with the free merging movement, and it should not be
used under those circumstances.

H^.þNTR^fFIC
H.OW

MAIOR *r¡
@

*
\ v

@.,
.!

F-OW

Figure 2. Section 2B-8

from MUTCD on YTr,LD

sign use. (Source: Manual
on Unifom Trffic Con-

trol Devices, Section 2B-
8, Revision No. 3, Sep-

tember 1984).

warrants or guidelines in addition to the MUTCD. Factors
considered by those who have speciflc warrants are safe ap-

proach speed, accident history, traffrc volume, roadway classi-

fication, and special situations such as heavy left-turn movement.
There were no jurisdictions with a specific policy regarding

conversions from srop to YIELD control. When asked what
factors they feel are important in deciding to convert, they were
primarily concerned with sight distance, traffrc volume, and
accident experience. Additional concerns included geometrics,

driver understanding, and roadway classification.
From the agencies who provided a response to the question

of what procedures are used to minimize any initial negative
impact when converting from stop to vIELD, the collective

responses were: news releases through newspaper and radio
coverage; neighborhood notices; local politicians and interested

citizens are informed; advanced "Trafftc Revision" warning
signs placed at the time of conversion; and police observation
is requested.

Many agencies expressed their opinion as to the effrcacy of
converting from srop to YIELD control. Two comments rep-

resenting those who favored conversions were: (1) "If conver-
sion will reduce delays and not sacrifice safety, it should be

done." (2) "Our past usage of two-way sroP signs has sub-

stantially paralyzed the motorist. In areas where this is perceived

by the public, there tends to be signihcant amounts of non-

compliance. "
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Comments made by two who were opposed to conversions
were: (1) "Experience indicates motorists who frequent the
intersection soon no longer respect the importance of the vlnrp
sign as they would a srop sign." (2) "I hope this thinking is

not made standard. This new idea allows drivers too much
'decision making'."

In summary, the responses to questionnaires and discussions

with participating jurisdictions provided some thoughts on why
so few conversion sites were available for examination in this
study. There are manyjurisdictions that feel that YIELD control
is unsafe and, thus, will not consider conversions in any case.

Otherjurisdictions, which have established policies using yreto
control, had already installed YIELD control where they were
warranted and now convert only when conditions (i.e., trafäc
volumes, traflic patterns, accidents, geometrics, sight distance)
change. These conversions are almost always YIELD to sroP.

The foremost conclusion one can reach from the results of
the questionnaire is that the use of vlrro control in lieu of srop
control at intersections is a sensitive issue. Many agencies have

safety concerns over the use ofvl¡,lo control, and these concerns
can be assumed to relate directly to an ever growing concern
over public liability.

ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

The major effort for the project was focused on the accident
occurrence that would occur under YIELD control operations.
Two major issues were examined:

l. How do accidents change when converting from srop to
vIELD? More specifically: Is there an initial increase when the
conversion is made, i.e., an adverse novelty effect? Did the
accident experience (frequency, severity, type) change from the
one to two-year "before" period to the one to two-year "afßr"
period? Ifthere was a change, which factors are associated with
the change?

2. What is the expected accident frequency for vrelp control
intersections, and what factors affect the frequency?

The hndings from the various analyses that address these un-
derlying issues are presented in this section.

Table 1. Sample size of converted and control sites.

Conversions from srop to vrsr-¡

The primary accident issue was to establish how accidents
change when the intersection control is converted from srop to
vIELD. As indicated earlier, only three jurisdictions were iden-
tihed which either had converted intersection control in recent
years or were willing to do so within the time frame of this
project. Those jurisdictions with the number of converted sites

and the years ofbefore and after data are provided in Table 1.

The table also indicates the number of control sites that were
included in the analysis.

The preferred experimental design for this type of analysis is

the "before-after with control group" design. In this design two
comparable groups of intersections are used, with one set re-
ceiving the treatment, which in this case was the change from
srop to yIELD, and the other set remaining as is, in this case

under stop control. The control set is used to establish if any
change in accidents for the treatment set is due to the treatment
or not.

The control intersections for this study were not ideal because
for the most part they had to be selected after the conversions
were made. However, in general, their characteristics (volume,
geometry) are similar and, therefore, they should provide more
confidence to any identified change in accident experience for
the treatment sites.

Table 2 provides summary statistics on the accident change
for the converted (treated) sites in each of the three cities. In
each city there was an increase in total accidents after conver-
sion. Also, the data show that in Saginaw 47 percent of the 53

intersections experienced an increase, in Rapid City it was 36.8
percent of the 19 intersections, but in Pueblo it was only 8.7
percent of the 69 intersections.

Table 3 provides the results of the statistical analysis used to
establish if the observed increase in accidents for the converted
sites was statistically different from the change in the control
sites. The values in the table are the total number of accidents
in the before or after period for the two types of sites. The
statistical analysis employed was that suggested by Grifflrth (ó)
in which a cross product ratio, defined as the tau, r, statistic,
is calculated. A value different from 1.0 indicates that the change
in accidents experienced at the converted sites and control sites
is dissimilar (i.e., nonparallel slopes). A value greater than 1.0

indicates that the increase in accidents for the converted sites

was greater than the increase for the control sites. To determine
whether an apparent treatment effect is statistically significant,

Table 2. Summary of accident change of converted sites.
Conversion

Year
No, of

Conversions

Befo¡e & After
No. of Anâlysis Period

Control Sites (Years)

Location
No. of No- of Accideûts

Conversions Befo¡e After
No. of Intersections with Accidents
Increðe No Change Decreðe

198? t6
r9E6 51

69
Rapid City

Saginaw

Pueblo

l9rt226?lo2
53t 25 6g 2s 22 6

6934t266031986 'l
1985 t]
1984 l0
1983 r l
t982 I

53

36
36
36
42
4t

1.7 5
2
2

2 Data for âll sites âre for 2 years before and after.

Includes 46 sites with 2 years before aûd after dara, 5 sites wilh l-3/4 yeaß ard 2
sites with I year.

Data for all sites are for I year before and after.
Rapid City



a Z statistic is calculated which equals the natur¿l log of the

tau statistic divided by the square root of the sum of the recip-

rocals of the observed accident frequencies, before and after.
^lhis Z statistic, when compared to a critical value of t 1.96

(at a : 0.05 for a two-tailed test), indicates if the difference

between the two is statistically significant at 95 percent confit-

dence level.
In Pueblo, even though there were 3 times as many accidents

(4 ro 12) at the 69 converted sites, there were too few accidents,

especially for the control sites, to make any meaningful statistical

analysis. Rapid City experienced, although statistically insig'

nificant, a slightly higher increase in accidents for the converted

sites compared to the control sites. In Saginaw, the increase in
accidents for the converted sites was substantial (25 to 68) and

very significant, given that the control sites decreased slightly

in accident frequency.
Although most of the data analysis indicates an increase in

accident frequency after converting from sror control to YIELD

control, the question of how much impact did "regression to

the mean" have on this increase still remains. Because 79 percent

of the treatment sites and 71 percent of the control sites had

zero accidents in the before period, the chance of an increase

in accident frequency in the after period was fairly high. Table

4 shows the type of change in accident frequency from the before

to the after period. Combining the sites from the three cities'

there was no signihcant difference in the percentage of sites

showing an increase in accident frequency for the three cate-

gories (sites with 0 before accidents, sites with 1 or more before

accidents, and all sites).
If one discounts the combining of the data for the three cities

(due to the high number of " zero accident " locations in Pueblo )
and only looks at Saginaw, a slightly different picture develops.

In Saginaw, 68 percent (36 out of 53) of the treatment sites

had 0 before accidents. A statistical analysis (the cross product

ratio analysis described earlier) of the sites with zero (0) ac-

cidents in the before period revealed that there was no significant

difference in the proportion of sites increasing in accidents in

the after period (Z : 1.37). The same finding was found for
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Table 3. Comparison of before vs. after accidents for conversion and

control sites.

Pueblo
Befor€ After

Rapid Ci0 Sârinaw
Before After Beforc Afl€r

Site
Tvp€

Control

Conversion

6302E
26 2s 68

Statistic:
Cross-Product fnsufficient
Ratio, T Data

- 3x26
¡2 x 6

= 1.08

= 30x68
25 x28

- 2.9t

z statistic

just those sites that experienced at least one accident in the

before period (Z : 1.57). These results indicate that the

"regression-to-the-mean" phenomenon may have affected the

after accident experience. However, the sample sizes (i.e., num-
ber ofintersections) were low for these two cases, and when all
sites are examined a signihcant difference was found (Z: 2.08).

While these overview data are informative, the remaining
results, which are presented for each of the three cities, provide

further useful information.
Pueblo, For the converted sites there were only six locations

which increased in accidents distributed by frequency as follows:

Increase in Accidents

5
)
1

No. of Sites

With so few accidents occurring in the before and after period

for both converted and control sites it is impractical to apply
the data to standard statistical analyses to identify statistical

Insufficient
Data

- lp ll.otl = ln 12.91ì
| /1+l /6+t / lz+t /26 | /30+t /68+l /25+l /28

- 0.098 - 3.04
Not sisnificaot Sig¡ificant

1

2

3

Table 4. Change in accident frequency from before to after period.

Location/ Sites with O beforê accidents Sites with > I before accident
Site Type Increase No Change Inc¡ease No Change Decrease

All sites
Increæe No Change Decreæe

Saginaw
Treatment

Control

3625226
3 9 9 lE 9

l9

I5

t'7

6

3427102
002422

0037593
0 0 0 2 13 0

59

r3

39 9l

15 33

tt7
IJ

84

30

2E

t2

Rapid City
T¡eatm€nt

Control

Pueblo
T¡eatment

Control

Treatment

Control
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significance or correlations. Still, the examination of why ac-

cidents did increase for some intersections is worth presenting.
One intersection in Pueblo experienced flrve accidents in one

year since srop was changed to vIELD in 1985. This four-way
intersection is located in a residential arca and has a major
volume of 1,400 ADT and minor volume of 750. A review of
the accident reports indicated that one of the accidents, while
occurring within the intersection, was not related to the vIELD
sign control. The other four we¡e diagramed as a two-vehicle
right-angle accident involving a failure to yield right-of-way
from the vlero approach. This intersection has less than de-
sirable sight distance resulting from a grade and shrubbery. The
City Engineer has since restored the intersection to srop control.

At another intersection, three accidents occurred within the
second month after conversion. In this situation the slightly
higher volume through-street had the sTop sign which was
changed to vIELD. Apparently, the yrorp sign was not a stroûg
enough control to overcome the expectancy of drivers on a
through-street to have the right-of-way. Approaches on both
adjoining intersections of the through-street had no control.
After the third accident, the control was changed back to its
original condition. The data for this site were removed from the
accident analysis.

It should also be noted that Pueblo reconverted three other
intersections back to stop control after a short period. None
experienced accidents, but complaints had been received about
high speeds, nonobservance of the vrero sign, and generally
unsafe conditions. One location had a particularly high per-
centage of large truck trafïic because of an adjoining warehouse
aÍea.

Rapid City. In Rapid City, l8 conversions had been made in
1984 with one in 1983 and the data represent a 2-year period
for before and after conversion. While the number of converted
sites is somewhat limited-only l9-there were enough acci-
dents to draw some findings.

Of the 19 sites, seven experienced an increase in accidents,
ten did not change, and two experienced a decrease. Ofthe sites
increasing in accidents the distribution was as follows:

Increase by

5

4
J
,,

1

No. of Sites

With only one accident occurring for all sites within the hrst
month and none in the next two months, there apparently was
no adverse novelty effect. However, considering the full 2-year
after period, there was an increase in accidents for the conver-
sion. This increase (from 12 to 26), however, was not judged
to be due solely to the conversion given that the control sites
increased in accidents as well (from 3 to 6 for the eight sites
selected).

The severity distribution of the before and after accidents at
the converted sites was as follows:

The chi-square statistical analysis reveals that the apparent dif-
ference in the distribution is not statistically significant (cal-
culated chi-square (X') : 0.65 vs. y2 at a: 0.05 : 3.84).

Another analysis performed was to establish if the types of
accidents changed with the conversion from s:rop to vrer-o. The
accidents arrayed by accident type are as follows:

Type Before After

11 (42.3 percent)
2 ( 7.7 percent)
4 (15.4 percent)
0
5 (19.2 percent)
1 ( 3.8 percent)
3 (1 1.5 percent)

26 (100 percent)

Angle
Rear End
Turning
Sideswipe
Fixed Object
Bicycle
Other

2 (16.7 percent)
0
3 Q5 percent)
2 (16.7 percent)
3 (25 percent)
0
2 (16.7 percent)

12 (100 percent)

At face value the data above suggest that there is a difference
in accident types when srop is converted to vIELD. There is a
greater percentage of angle accidents (as expected) and rear-
end (as expected). It is also noted that a bicycle accident oc-

curred with the presence of vIELD control. However, the sample

sizes are small, and when the data are exposed to a chi-square
Test of Independence the result is that the distributions are not
dissimilar.

The influence of traffrc volume as a factor in the accident
change was also examined. Unfortunately, the sample size, i.e.,

number of sites and number of accidents, is too small for a

reliable statistical analysis; but, it is interesting to observe from
Table 5 that the aveÍage ADT volume, either major, minor,
mâjor plus minor or major times minor, is in all cases higher
for those sites which experience an increase in accidents,

Another issue, which could be examined with the Rapid City
sites, was the comparison ofaccident occurrence for those ylelp
control sites that had been converted vis-a-vis vIBLo control
sites that had been vIELD for several years. The data summary
is presented in Table 6. These data were statistically analyzed,

to determine if there were any differences between the two
groups of YIELD sites with regard to accidents and volumes.
Table 7 shows the results of these analyses. At fourJeg sites

converted yIELDs had significantly higher accident frequencies
than established yIELDs. Because the major volumes were also

significantly higher at converted yIELDs another analysis was
made using established yIELDs with major volumes greater than
or equal to 2,000 ADT. This analysis showed no significant
difference in accident frequencies.

T-leg intersections showed no statistical differences in acci-
dent frequencies, although converted yIELDs had statistically
higher major volumes. Reanalyzing with established yIBLps

having major volumes greater than or equal to 2,000 ADT
showed no statistical differences in terms of accident frequency
or volume.

If the accident frequencies were not statistically different,
average accident rates developed for established yleros could
be hypothesized as being appropriate for converted ytnr-p sites.
However, the accident frequencies were higher for converted
yIELDs at cr : 0.10. The small sample size of 8 conversion sites

casts doubt on the findings however.
Saginøw. Saginaw provided the largest numbèr of conversions

with 53 over a period from 1982 to 1986. The number ofcontrol
sites varied between 36 and 42, depending on the analysis year,

because some of the sites that were converted in the later years

Fatality
Injury
PDO

Before

0 (0 percent)
3 (25 percent)
9 (75 percent)

t2

After

0 (0 percent)
10 (38 percent)
16 (62 percent)

26



were utilized for control sites for analyzing earlier year con-
version.

As indicated previously (see Tables 2 and 3) there was a

statistically significant increase in accidents when the srop con-
trol sites were converted to ylBI-o control. Twenty-five of 53

converted sites experienced an increase with the distribution as

follows:

Accident
Increase

6
5

4
J
7

1

No. of
Sites

1

1

2*
5*
4

t2

The numbers with an asterisk indicate that for both groups one

site had been converted for l/a years. All the others had been
converted 2 years.

For the Saginaw data another statistical analysis method was
used to determine if the accident change for the treatment sites
was different from the control sites and what factors may have
influenced the relative change. The statistical methodology em-
ployed contingency table analysis techniques using the principle
of minimum discrimination information for model building. The
methodology isolates statistically signiñcant variables and de-
velops a prediction model which yields an odds ratio, i.e., es-

timated before accidents to estimated after accidents. The
complete analysis is documented in Appendix D. The key flrnd-
ing of the analysis was that treatment site (i.e., those converted
to vlern) displayed odds of greater than I for an increase in
accidents and a relative odds of 2.5 (ratio of the odds of treat-
ment to control sites). This can be interpreted to mean that, all
other factors equal, the probability of an accident at the treat-
ment site was 2.5 times that at the control site. The analysis
also revealed that the interaction of major volume and year of
conversion accounted for the difference. This means that the
probability of an accident occurring at a tteatment site was
affected by the combination of the year of conversion and the
major volume.

With regard to the expected novelty effect three out of a total
of 69 accidents occurred within the first month (all at different
locations), another two in the second month (different loca-
tions), and six in the third month (two at one location). One
of the sites experienced three accidents within the first 3 months.
This site was changed back to srop control after the third
accident. This site was unusual in a couple ofaspects. A library
was adjacent to this intersection; consequently, the neighbor-
hood was very familiar with the intersection. Also, during con-
version from stop to vIELD control, the sign location was
revised, forcing the major street trafäc (uncontrolled trafhc) to
now YIELD. These factors, combined with driver expectancy
violation, probably contributed heavily to the increase in acci-
dents at this site.

Table 8 shows the distribution of accidents by severity type
for both the conversion sites and the control sites. There were
no fatalities. As seen, the ratio of injury to property damage
only (PDO) accidents is nearly the same for the before and
after for both groups. The minor differences are not statistically
different. Hence, in Saginaw the same result has occurred, i.e.,
no increase in the severity of accidents when intersections are
changed from srop to YTELD.
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Table 5. Average ADT volumes for conversion sítes with increasing
and without increasing accidents.

Average
Major

Volume

Avenge
Mi¡or

Volme

Average Average
Major + Major x
Mino¡ Minor

Volumes volume

lncreasing accidents
from before to after

No change or dec¡ease
in accidents before to
after

5,01 I 3.4x106

4,504 2.lxl06

Table 6. Comparison of converted yIELDs to estsblished vlr¡-¡s for
Rapid City.

Sire
Type

Numbe¡ Average
of Major

Sires votume
(ADT)

Average Acciden$/ Accidcnb/
Minor Site/ Millio¡
Volume Year Vehiclca
(ADT)

4-LeB

Converted YIELD

Established YIELD

Established YIELD
with major volume ¿2,000

8

72

575 0.94 0.5,r

530 0.41 0.60

ó80 0.46 0.i2

5 16 0.50 0.33

428 0.26 0.27

526 0.26 0.16

ll

5l

21

Yes¡
Yes2

No

¡io
l.'o
No

No
Yess
No

No
No
No

4,509

l,633

3,3t2

T-Leg

Converted YIELD

Established YIELD

Established YIELD
with major volume ¿2,000

3,890

2,392

4,t52

Table 7. Results of statistical analysis of comparison of converted to
established vrcr.o.

Conparison Group

Staris¡ical
Signifient
Diffc¡eacc
(o- 0.10)

4-leq

Converted YIELD/Established YIELD

Converted YIELÞ/Esrablished YIELD
with Major Volume > 2,000 ADT

T-leq

converted YIELD/Established YIELD

Converted YIELD/Establ¡shed YIELD
with majo¡ volume ¿2,000 ADT

Acc./Site
Major Volume
Minor Volume

Acc/Site
Major Volumc
Mino¡ Voluoe

AcclS¡þ
Major Volume
Minor Yolume

AcclSite
Major Yolume
Mino¡ Volume

r Computed t-statistic = 1.92, probability = O.O3

2 Computed t-statistic = 4.35, p¡obability - O.0O

3 Computed t-stalistic = 1.88, probabiliry = 0.03
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Table 8. Distribution of accidents by severity for Saginaw. Table 9. Distribution of accidents by type for Saginaw conversion and
control sites.

conversion
Type Before Before ÀfterSeverity

TYPe

Conversion Sites

Before After

Control Sites

Befo¡e After

Fatal

Injury

PDO

0

7 (2896)

r 8 (72%)

0

t7 (24.6%)

52 (74.4%)

r-7 (68*)

0

0

0

2 (8'41

1 (4?)

2 (8*)

1 (4*)

2 (8r)

(81r)

(1.4t)

(1,4*)

(2.s*)

(2,sz)

(r.4r)

(8.7t)

3'7 (24.'t%) 36 (25.5%)

ll3 (i5.3%) 105 (74.5%)

ÀngIe

Rêar End

Turning

sidesvipe

Fixed object

Bicycl e

Pedestrian

Head on

Õther

56

1

1

2

2

1

0

0

6

87 (5e*) 85 (60t)

s (3.3å) 8 (5.73)

7 (4,7N) 6 (4.3*)

11 (7.3?) 10 (7.1å)

16 (10.7*) 73 (e.22)

6 (4?) 2 (L.4Z)

(2t) 6 (4.3t)

(2.7*) 3 (2.LZ)

(7.3t) I (5.7å)

Total 25 ( l 00%) 69 (100%) 150 (100%) l4l (r00%)

Table 9 shows the distribution of accidents by accident type
for both the converted and control sites. As expected, angle
accidents predominate for both groups of intersections. The
percentage of angle accidents increased from 68 to 8l percent
for the converted sites, but this increase was found to be sta-
tistically insignihcant. For the control sites the percent of angle
accidents was nearly the same in the before and after period.

In the discussion of Rapid City sites, a comparison was made
between converted yIELD sites and established yrnro sites that
showed a significantly higher accident frequency for the con-
verted sites. An identical analysis could not be done for Saginaw
because data were not collected for established ylelo sites. The
following comparison can be made of the average accident fre-
quency of the converted ylet-os to all ylelps:

Site Type

Saginaw Converted yl¡Lo sites
Saginaw Total YIELD sites

Accident Frequency

0.66 accidents,/year
0.55 accidents,/year

A higher average accident per year per site is observed for the
converted sites. It should be noted that approximately 1 5 percent
of the vIELD sites in Saginaw are converted yrELDs.

Accident Experience at yrELD Control lntersections

A primary objective of this study was to gather additional
information on accident experiences at YIELD control intersec-
tions, especially at the higher volume levels. Upchurch's (2)
analysis relied on accident experience reported in NCHRP Re-
port 41 (1ó), which was believed to be unreliable because of
small sample sizes. While the sites that were converted to vIELD
control provided some data, it was necessary to augment these
accident data from several other locations. Accordingly, acci-
dent and other geometric and volume data were collected for
numerous vIELD control sites for the cities of Milwaukee, Se-

attle, Rapid City, and Madison. Each of these cities uses yrErp
control for many of their lower volume intersections.

The data from these four cities were used to develop expected
accident frequencies under different volume and geometric con-
ditions for vrBro control intersections. These frequencies were
then used to develop accident costs for the economic analysis.

Table 10 gives an overview of the accident data. Seattle
showed the highest accident frequency and accident rate for
fourJeg intersections (0.92 accidents per site per year and 1.37

Table 10. Summary of data for established vIELD control sites.

3

4

11

169 839 733 0.65 t.l3
9 !90 Ail 0.25 0.6t

l?8 842 120 0.63 r.l r

683 0.92 t.31
208 0.03 0.05
658 0.37 l.3t

l6i
9

t72

72 l,633 530 0.47 0.60
51 2.392 42C 0.26 o.nt23 1.948 488 0.38 0.44

57 610 4t5 0.19 0.51
r r 1L6 393 0.05 0.15
ó8 627 4l l 0.t7 0.46

644 0.66 1.07

101 0.20 0.26
608 0.59 0.92

1¿ 1150

Locatioû/ Number Average Average
hte¡sEctioû of Majo¡- Minor
Type Sites Volume Volume

(ADT) (ADT)

Accideûts/
MiUioD Analysis
Vehicles Period

Accideots/
Site/
Yca¡

Milwaukee
4-leg
T-leB

1983-1986

Seattle
4-leg
T- le8

I,154
t.490
t.t?2

r983-r986

Rapid City
4-leg
T-leg

1985-1986

Madison
4-leg
T-leg

t963- r966

Totals
4-le9
T-leg

I,046
1.891

I,l7l

46t
_¡0
541

accidents per million vehicles, respectively). Rapid City had the
highest accident frequency for T-leg intersections (0.26 accidents
per site per year), while Milwaukee had the highest accident
rate for T-leg intersections (0.61 accidents per million vehicles).
All four locations showed higher frequencies and rates for four-
leg intersections than for T-leg intersections. This agrees with
hndings from the literature review.

Table I 1 shows accident data for those intersections where
the minor street volume was higher than the major street vol-
ume. For four-leg intersections the accident frequency is slightly
higher (0.74 to 0.66) for these sites. The accident rate shows
an even greater difference (1.36 to 1.07). (The sample size for
T-leg intersections was too small to draw any reliable conclu-
sions). This finding agrees with a 1964 study by Leisch and
Barry (15).
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Upchurch (2), in his economic analysis of sroP and vrrLo
control intersections, stated that "there was a reason to be

skeptical of the -¿ì/CII? P Report 41 predicted accident rates for
yIeLo control. " Therefore, expected accident rates were derived

from the accident data obtained from Seattle, Milwaukee, Rapid

City, and Madison. Various volume groups were established and

the average accident frequencies for these groups were calcu-

lated. For volume groups with no sites, accident frequencies

were interpolated from surrounding volume groups. Table 12

shows expected yearly accident frequencies for fourJeg vtelo
intersections with various volume combiñatìons. The sarrrple size

(80 sites) was too small to generate a similar table for T-ieg

intersections.
Another analysis generated accident frequencies and rates

using total intersection volume. The results are given in Table

13. This table shows that accident frequency increases and ac-

cident rate decreases with increasing volumes.

In comparing these expected accident frequencies to those

obtained from NCERP Report 4I by Upchurch for fourleg
vlrrn intersections, one sees below that the NCHRP Report 4l
numbers are quite higher than the frequencies developed in this
study:

Accidents Per Year By:

NCHRP 17-7 NCHRP 41

t.'77
1."Ì5
1.73

201- 40t- ó01-
400 600 E00

801- r00l-
1000 1500

Table 11. Summary data for sites with minor street volume > major
street volume.

Location/ NumberAverage
Intersection of Major
Type Sites Volume

(ADT)

Average Accidenrs/ Accide.nß/
Minor Site/ Million
Volume Year Vehicles
(ADT)

Milwaukee
4-leg
T-leg

53ó
a)<
533

73
2

75

952
545

94t

r.05

l.05

44 636

0-
44 636

606
623
610

0,ó3
0

0.ó l

l.l6
0

I.t4

Seattte
4-leg
T-leg

I,017

-t,0t7

L.'t 4

..-:
|.74

Rapid City
4-leg
T-leg

325
to^
317

0.ó3
0.r0
0.50

1.85
0.4ó
l.6t

ló
I
2t

8

2
l0

l4l
J
150

1.00
1.19
1.29

Madison
4-leg
T-leg

255
425
289

I,404
750

t,271

0.22
0

0.r8

0.36
0.00
0.33

Major Street Volume,/
Minor Street Volume (ADT)

1,000,/1,000
2,000,/1,000
3,000,/1,000

Totals
4-leg
T-leg

527
350
516

1.36
0.25
r.34

959 0.74
634 0.06
940 0.70

It is also observed that the NCHRP Report 41 frequencies de-

crease rather than increase with an increase in major street

volume, which is contrary to that found in this study.

Tables 14 and 15 show accident severity distribution and

distribution of accidents by type, respectively. Of the two fatal

accidents, one occurred at a very high volume intersection (ma-
jor street ADT of 6,864, minor street ADT of 2,500)' The other

fatal accident occurred at ari average volume intersection (major
ADT of 850, minor ADT of 380),

The accident frequencies developed in this study for vlelp
control intersections seem reasonable: an increase in volume

Table 12. Expected yearly accidents at 4-leg vlrr-l control inter-
sections,

Major
St¡eet
Volume
(ADr) 401

Minor Street Yolume (ADT)

leads to an increase in accident frequency. Therefore, these

frequencies (instead of NCHRP Report 41 numbers) were used

in calculating accident costs for the economic analysis.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

This task involved obtaining and updating results from pre-

vious studies of user costs and benehts related to stop and
vrEr-p control. Upchurch's (2) procedure, being the most recent

study, was selected and his user delay, vehicle operating and
pollution costs were updated to 1988 values. Because ofthe low
sample sizes that were used in generating accident frequencies

> 1500 Table 13. Accident analysis for vlrll control intersections.

>3,000

2,001-
3,000

I,i0 l -
2,000 0.43

I,001 -
1,500 0.36

501 -
1,000 0.33

<501 0 .28

0.56 0.79

0-50 0.7 5

0.65

0.55

Intersection
Volume
(ADT)

Average
lnte¡section

Geometry Volume
(ADT)

1.50

L45

1.28

1.29t.24

¡.09

l.l3

0.83

0.92

0.70 I .14

0.42

1.33

t.29

| _01 1.40

r.36

Number Accidenb/ Accidents/
of Sire/ Million

Sites Year Vehicles
0.98

0.93 1.05

<1,001

l,000-3,000

>3,000

4-leg 619
T-leg 524

4-leg I,?oE
T-leg 1,816

4-leg 4,594
T-leg 5,030

148 0.37 t.4E
35 0.t2 0.63

263 0.76 |.22
24 0.29 0.44

50 r.00 0.60
2t 0.26 0.t40.55 0.85 0.94 1.00
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itt NCHRP Report 41, the accident data collected during this
study were used to obtain accident costs.

Upchurch divided the "total cost of operation" into five
categories: fuel costs, other vehicle operating costs, delay costs,
air pollution costs, and accident costs.

Table 14. Distribution of accidents by severity for yrnrn control sites.

Fuel costs were updated by using a 1988 average gasoline
price of $1.12 per gallon obtained from the American Auto-
mobile Association (AAA) and by using revised fuel economy
ratings and updated fleet model distribution obtained from the
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association. Other vehicle op-
erating costs, delay costs, and air pollution costs were updatecl
by using the August 1988 Consumer Price Index.

Accident costs were updated by using the developed accident
frequencies and the values from FHWA's Technical Advisory
T-7570.1 (June 30, 1988). These values are: $1,700,000 for a
fatal accident, $14;000 for-an injury accidãrt, and gï0û0 foTá
property damage only accident. These costs, when applied to
the observed severity distribution, yield an average accident cost
of $10,764.

Again, because ofthe low sample size (and very high predicted
accident frequencies) used in NCHRP Report 4l to estimate
accident frequencies at four-leg, two-way srop control inter-
sections, new frequencies were developed using data collected
from Saginaw, Rapid City, and Pueblo with the same procedure
that was used in developing accident frequencies for yrero
control intersections. These are shown in Table 16. Table 17
gives accident frequencies and rates based on total intersection
volume. The accident frequencies and the accident rates both

Major Street Volume,/
Minor Street Volume

Accidents Per Year

NCHRP 4I

10.1 1

10.17
9. 13

Numbc¡ of
htersections Injury

Milwaukee
4-leg
T-leg

169
9

178

r (0.2)
0 t0)
r (0.2)

ts4 (35.2)
2 (22.2\

ls6 (35.0)

282 (64.s)
1 (11 .8\

289 (ó4.8)

Seattle
4 -leg
T-leg

163 0 (o)
9010)

t72 0 (0)

210 (35.0)

2t0 (34.9\

390 (65.0)
l û00)

391 (65.1)

Rapid City
4-leg
T-leg

72 I (1.5)
51 0 tor
123 I 0.0)

2l (30.9)
9 (33.3)

30 (3r.6)

46 (61.6\
r8 t66.7)
64 (65.1)

Madisotr
4-le8
T-leg

57
il
68

0 (0)
0 t0)
0 (0)

t2 (27.9)
l (50.01

l3 (28.9)

increase with an increase in volume. These data come from a

3t (12.t) small sample size of 45, but the accident frequencies seem more

låf-* reasonable than those from NCHRP Report 41:

Totals
4-leg
T-le8

461
,80

541

2 (0.2)
0 l0)
2 ß.21

397 (34.6)
l2 (30.8)

409 (34.5)

749 (65.2)
21 (69.2\

't't6 (65.4\ 1,000,/1,000
2,Oæ/1,0N
3,000,/1,000

NCHRP 17-7

o.46
0.74
1.29Note: ( )=96

Table 15. Distribution of accidents by type for yrrro control sites,

Location Angle Fixed Object Sideswipe Rearend

Milwauke
4-les 36t (82.6) 19 (4.3)
T-leg 8188.9) 0 (0)

369 (82.7) 19 (4.3)

7 (1.6) 4 (0.9)
0 tol 0 t0)
? (1.ó) 4 (0.e)

7 (1.ó) 36 (8,2)
0 l0l I(l l.l l
7 (1.6) 37 (8.3)

3 (0.7)
0 .tot
3 (0.7)

Seattle
4- leg
T-leg

579 (96.5) 0 (0)
0 (0) 0 t0)

519 (96.1) 0 (0)

0 (0) 6 (1.0) 0 (0) 8 (1.3) 7 (t.2)
r û00) 0 t0) 0 (0) 0 t0) o lo)I (0.1) 6 (r.0) 0 (0) 8 (t.3) '7 (t.2)

Rapid City
4-les 42 (6t.8) 6 (8.8)
T-leg 3lll.l) l(3.7)

4s (41.4) 7 (7.4)

s (7.4) 2 (2.9) 2 (2.9)
9 t33.3) 3(l l.l) 3(l1.t)

14 (r1.7) 5 (5.3) 5 (5.3)

0 (0) il (16.2)
I t3.7) 't (25.9\
r (l.l) lE (1E.9)

Madison
4-les 39 (90.'7) I (2.33)
T-leg 2(100) 0 (0)

4l (91.1) t (2.22)

0 (0) r (2.3) 0 (0) 2 (4.7)
0 (0) 0 tol 0 (0) o t0)0 (0) | (2.2) 0 (0) 2 (4.4)

o (0)

0 (0)

Totals
4-leg 1,021 (88.9)
T-leg 13 133.3)

1,034 (87.t)

12 (l.l) 12 (t.l) 6 (0.5) 15 (1.3)
10(25.6) 3(7.7\ 3(7.7\ 1t2.6)
22 (t.8) 15 (r.3) 9 (0.E) 16 (1.3)

26 (2.3)

27 (2.3)

56 (4.9)
8(20.5)

64 (5.4)

Note: ( ) =%
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Table 16. Expected yearly accidents at 4-leg, 2-way sroe control in- T¡ble 17. Accident analysis for 4leg stoP control intersections.
tersections.

Average
Intersection Intersection Number AccideDE/ Accidents/

Volume Yolume of Site/ Million
llaj or
street Minor street vol-une (ÀDT)
volume 2or- 401- 601- 801-- r,gg1- (ADT) (ADT) sites year vehicles(ÀDT) >2Or 400 600 800 1,000 1,500 >1,500

>3,OO0 0.54 0.?1 0.91 L.L2 1,17 r.23 1.33
<l,001 915 r0 0.10 0.29

3,000 0.48 o.57 0.68 0.78 0.89 1.04 1.10
I,001 -3,000 l,809 32 0.45 0.68

!,501-
2,000 0.38 0.s0 0.58 0.66 o.74 0.83 0.89 >3,000 3,440 3 0.33 0.26

1, 001-
1,500 O-30 0.35 0.39 O.43 0-51 0.68 O.75

50r-
1,000 0.20 0.28 0.34 0.40 0.46 1.55 0.61

<501 0.05 0.r4 0.21 o.28 0.35 0.42 0.53

Table 19, Daily cost of operation, in dollars assuming medium value
of time.

Maj or
Street

Table 18. Daily cost of operation, in dollars, assuming low value of Y?}:Tt rntersection Minor street vorume (ADT)

time. 
* (ÀDT) TYPe 1, ooo 2 

' 
ooo

Major 4 
' 
000 Yield 389 479

street stop 431 566

i;lìi" 
t"t;;;:"to" 

Tlä;ã "t'ïloå3tu'" toot' 3, ooo yierd 3 r'8 nou
stop 354 490

2, 000 Yie1d 246 3324, Ooo Yield
StoP

3,000 Yie1d
stop

2,000 Yie1d
stop

1,000 Yield
Stop

38L 466
4t L 529

3L2 395
335 454

240 324
265 3A2

r.68
191

stop

l-, 000 Yield
stop

282 417

172
204

Table 21. fncrease in accidents (yIpr,o control oyer srop control)
necessâry to equalize daily costs of operation assuming low value of
time.

Maj or
Table 20. Daily cost of operation, in dollars, assuming high value LtT""!ortime. 

r-r¡v'r"'|r 
T;Èìi" ,.,ooo Tlå3ä "'*3ioÏ3'*'l:3ià 5,ooo

Major 9.000 1'09 2'L7 3'36 4'54 5'47
Street 8¿000 l.l2 2.34 3.42 4.68 6.04

vor-uroe rntersection Minor street votune (ADr) 3;333 ï:i3 tr.li 3:åå l:å3 2.3|.(ÀDT) Type 1,000 2,000 5,ooo L.22 2.24 3.63 4,s2 6.24
4,000 r.22 2.31 3.63 4.92
3 ¿ 000 r.22 2.34 3.66
2.000 L.22 2.34
1.000 r.224,000 Yield

stop

3,000 Yield
Stop

2,000 Yield
Stop

1,000 Yield
sÈop

400 495
458 616

326 418
374 537

252 343
305 462

178
23r

values are 1988 updates, based on the Consumer Price Index,
from those used by Upchurch. The three tables show that for
all volume combinations, yIELD is more cost effective than srop
control. (Because the collected accident data were for a limited
range of volumes, only major street volumes less than 4,001 and
minor street volumes less than 2,001 were used in calculating
total costs.) Tables 21, 22, and 23 show how many more ac-

After updating each of the five cost components they were cidents per year a YIELD intersection would have to experience

summed to give a daily cost of operation. Three tables showing than a srop intersection to equalize the daily costs; in other
the differences in daily costs between srop and yrELD were words,ifanintersectionisconvertedfromstoptoYlElDcontrol
developed. Tables 18, 19, and 20 show costs reflecting a low becauseylELDcontrolismorecosteffective,whatistheaccident
time value (S1.49lhour), a medium time value ($6.71lhour), increase that would negate the cost effectiveness of the conver-

and a high time ($13.60lhour) value, respectively. These time sion to vlero control?
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Table 22, Increase in accidents (yrELD control over srop control)
necessary to equalize daily costs of operation assuming medium value
of time.

Table 23. Increase in accidents (yrnro control over srop control)
necessary to equalize daily costs of operation assuming high value of
time,

Maj or
street
volume
(ÀDT) 1,000

(ÀDr)
4,000 5,000

Maj or
street
volune
(ÀDr) 1, 000

Minor Street Volume
2,000 3,000

Minor Street Volune
2,000 3,000

(Àm)
4 , 000 5, 000

9, 00o
8,000
7, 000
6, ooo
5,000
4r000
3,0o0
2, 000
1, ooo

1.53

r-.53
1.59

1. 56
1.59
1,59
L.7 0

3.05
3,1,5
3 .22
3.24
3. l-1.
3. LL
3.22
3 .32

4.81
4.91
4 .9r
5.22
5,15
5. 15
5. 15

6.88
7 .12

7.32
7 .35
'1 .29

9.39
9.69
9 .56
9.86
9.80

9, O00
8, 0o0
7, 0o0
6, 000
5, O00
4, O00
3,000
2,OOO
L, 000

2.03
2.00
2.00
2.06
2 .00
2,ro
2,13
2 .17
2 .27

4 ,20
4.30
4 .37
4 .47
4,23
4 .27
4 ,37
4.47

6.78
6.91
6,95
7.25
7,L2
7.22
7. ls

9.96 14.10
!o.27 14.51
10.54 L4.24
10. 61 L4.58
10. 57 14.47
t 0.51

CHAPTER THREE

INTERPRETATION, APPRAISAL, APPLICATION

This chapter interprets the findings presented in Chapter Two
so that they can be used for application of yrsLp signs and,
specifically, conversion from stop to vIELD control. Towards
this end several basic issues are discussed.

SAFETY IMPLICATIONS OF CONVERTING s:rop
CONTROL TO vrpr.o CONTROL

The accident analysis conducted in this study and the hndings
from the literature are interpreted as follows.

l. In general, accidents are more likely to increase at locations
where stop control is converted to vIELD control. The evidence,
albeit not overwhelming, is: (a) While no statistical difference
was found for Pueblo and Rapid City, a statistically signihcant
increase in accidents was observed for Saginaw, which had the
largest data base. (b) Results ofother studies (3, 10) have found
that at some intersections accidents increase after converting
from stop control to yrELD control, particularly at higher vol-
ume intersections.

2. As expected, the probability of an increase in accidents is
greater with higher volumes. Higher increases in accidents were
observed in Saginaw for higher volumes, either major street,
minor street, or the sum of major and minor street volumes, as
shown in Table 24. The highest increase in accidents occurred
at these ADT volumes: (a) major street volume > 1,500, (b)
minor street volume > 600, and (c) major * minor street vol-
ume > 1,800.

3. Accident severity, i.e., the proportion of fatal or injury
accidents, does not appear to increase with conversion of srop
to YIELD control.

4. The distribution of accident types does not appear to
change significantly with conversion of srop to yrELD control.
While accidents with bicyclists and pedestrians were in the
" after" data base, the sample sizes are not adequate to conclude

Table 24. Accident increase by volume group for Saginaw conversions,

Volume Number Average Accidetrts per Site
Group of for a 2-year period 2-y€.

Approach (ADT) Sites Before After Increæe

Major Street <501 3 0.00 0.00 0

50t-?50 17 0.4t 0.94 0.53

751-t,000 t7 0.41 1.35 0.88

1,001-1,500 4 .t.25 2.00 0.75

1,501-2,000 5 0.40 2.40 2.00

Miûo¡ St.eet <301

30r-600

60r-1,000

Majo¡ Street <1,001
Plus

MinorStreet 1,001-1,400

r,401 - 1,800

r,80r-2,300

that these types of accidents will occur with higher frequency
upon conversion to vIELD control.

5. Regardless of the number of accidents occurring before
conversion from stop control to yrELD control, an accident
increase of approximately one accident over 2 years can be
expected at a site after conversion. This is interpreted from the
Saginaw and Rapid City data as shown below:

0.69 0.54

l.16 0.64

2.62 'l74

0. t5

0.52

0.88

l3

25

I

0.75 0.37

0.E5 0.70

2.10 0.90

2.t4 1.85

l6

r3

l0

1

0.38

0.15

t.20

0.29
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Accident frequency for a 2-year period

Number of sites Before conversion After conversion

6. Situations that are particularly hazardous for conversion

are: (a) intersections where the controlled approach has the

higher volume, and (b) intersections where the vlero sign is

placed on the originally uncontrolled approach'

7. The accident frequeney ofa converted YIELD site is higher

for the 2-year after period than the accident frequency of an

established or existing vterD site, as shown in Table 25' There

were insuffrcient data to establish conclusively whether or not

the accident rate of converted sites would reduce to the level

of existing vlern sites over a long period of time'

COST EFFECTIVENESS IMPLICATIONS OF
CONVERTING stop CONTROL TO vrn¡,o CONTROL

Overall, for all conditions studied, YIELD control was more

cost effective than srop control. Even assuming the lowest value

of time for the motorist ( $ 1.49 per hour) and the lowest volume

levels (the most conservative scenario), YIELD control was found

to be cost effective over sroP control. A vIBI-o control site

would need to experience more than one accident per year more

than the stop control site to offset the beneflrts derived from
the reduction in user costs and vehicle operating costs.

It should be realized, however, that most of the potential

conversion site locations are in residential areas. When looking

at an individual vehicle trip, through one or possibly two YIELD

control intersections, the average time and operating cost savings

will be very small and insigrrificant compared to the total trip
costs. Hence, the potential decrease in safety may have a greater

effect on the decision to convert from stop control to YIELD

control. It should also be rcalized that many vehicles do not

come to a complete stop at s:tor signs, and since the Texas

Model for Intersection Traffrc, which provided the vehicle delay

values, assumes full compliance, the actual difference in cost

effectiveness between srop and vrsLo control could be less than

the calculated difference. Therefore, decision-making on the con-

verting to YIELD signs based solely on cost-effectiveness may

be inappropriate.

GUIDELINES FOR CONVERSION FROM srop CONTROL
TO vrnr-r CONTROL

The results of this study as well as the literature indicate that
there a¡e many locations where conversion to YIELD control

would be both cost effective and safe. There are three factors,

sight distance, volume, and accidents, which should be consid-

ered in the use or nonuse of the vlelp sign for intersection
control. Each of these is discussed with regard to results of this
study and hndings of previous research.

Sight Distance

The sight distance of concern is the corner sight triangle. To
date, the concept of Critical or Safe Approach Speed has been

used to determine the appropriate vehicle right-of-way control

Table 25. Summary comparison of converted YIELDs to established
YIELDS.

Location Site Typc Average Accidents/Site/Year

Saginaw

Rapid City

Madison, Milwaukee,
Rapid City, Seattle

Convert€d YIELDS
Existing Y¡ELDs

Converted YIELDS
Establishcd YIELDs

Established YIELDS

at an intersection. The critical approach speed is the threshold
speed above which a vehicle approaching an intersection would
not be able to react to a vehicle on another approach in time
to avoid a possible accident. A method for determining the
critical approach speed is presented in Appendix C. Another
discussion of it is found in Fundamentals of Trffic Engineering
(.r.r ).

As discussed in Chapter Two, different values of critical ap-

proach speed have been proposed and adapted by various agen-

cies. The MUTCD states that vleru signs can be used if the
safe approach speed exceeds 10 mph. Stockton et al. (4) sug-

gested that this value may be overly conservative, but they still
recommended adherence to it.

Because the data collected in this study did not include actual

sight distance, this research was unable to develop any rela-

tionship between sight distance and accident frequency and,

therefore, has no better value to recommend. However, what is
suggested is a revised sight distance standard based on the prin-
ciple that the driver on the minor street should be able to see

across the two corners any approaching vehicle at a sufftcient
distance that would allow the driver to come to a stop if nec-

essary. This principle is consistent with the ât-grade intersection

sight distance for "Case II-YIELD Control on Secondary Roads"
as stipulated in AASHTO's A Policy on Geometric Design of
Highways and Steets (34). In that manual it states on page 779:

. . . The sight distance fo¡ the vehicle operator on the mino¡ road
must be suffrcient to allow the operator to observe a vehicle on
the major roadway, approaching from either the left or right,
and then through perception, reaction and braking time, bring
the vehicle to a stop prior to reaching the intersecting road-
way....

Table 26 provides a matrix of minimum sight distances along
the major street that a driver must be able to see from a pre-

scribed point on the minor approach to be able to come to a

stop for a vehicle on the major street. These are rounded-off
values determined as follows: (1) The "minor road distances"
are based on AASHTO (34) stopping sight distances. A 2.5 sec

perception-reaction time is used because it is the value used for
stopping sight distance design criteria and because it was de-

termined to be appropriate through field research by Hostetter
et al. (-15). (2) The sight distances along the major road are

determined by multiplying the major street speed by the time
it takes for the minor road vehicle to come to a stop. This time
is equal to perception-reaction time (2.5 sec) plus the time to
decelerate from the operating speed to zero at a deceleration

rate of 16 fpsps.

42
15

5

1.00
1."t3
3.00

0
I
2

0.ó6
0.55

0.68
0.38

0.59



Minor
Road
Speed
(mph)

l6

Table 26. Minimum corner sight triangle for vrrr,o sign control use.

Minor Sight Distance'B' ln Fect Along Major Road for Speed of:
Road

Distânce, 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
'4", (ft) (nph)

assumed that motorists will reduce their approach speed upon
seeing the YrELD sign.

Volume

:t:, The literature review did not identify any consensus as to the

4r5 volume levels either for the minor road, major road or com-

460 bination, where yrero control would be the most appropriate.
In the most recent study, that by Stockton et al. (4), it is

::: recommended that v{ELD signs be used if there is adcquate sight550 
distance at intersections with minor roadway volumes g..uì",5e0 than 300 vehicles per day, and if no more than three accidents635 involving minor roadway vehicles have occurred within the last

680 3 years.

For this study the Saginaw analysis provided the best data
and volume,/accident relationship to support a recommendation
for appropriate volume levels. Figure 3 displays the suggested
volume levels where yrelo control would provide an acceptable
level of safety. These values were derived from conversion sites
in Saginaw that experienced an accident increase of less than
one accident over the 2-year period after conversion.

Accidents

This and other studies, e.g., Stockton et al. (4), have con-
ducted cost-benefit analyses trading off the monetary value of
accident increase against the value ofdelay and vehicle operating
costs saved under ylnLo control. However, this may not be
appropriate in deciding whether yrELD or srop control should
be used. A fairly high number ofaccidents can occur before the
scales tip to the favor of srop control. Hence, in establishing
guidelines for use of a yreLp sign, an acceptable level of safety
should be the criterion.

The sites analyzed in this study were fairly low accident sites,
i.e., none of the sites experienced more than three accidents in
the 2-year period before conversion to yrELD control. Because
the sites with higher before accidents did not show a Ereater
accident increase than the sites with lower before accidents, the
following guideline is suggested: Sites experiencing no more than
three accidents during the last 2 years may be potential yrELD
conversion candidates.
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These values could be used for a flreld inspection to determine
if there is sufficient corner sight triangle to permit a vrern sign
control. In the case of the minor road the distance (column 2)
is from the nearside curb or extension of the major street edge
of the roadway to the driver's position. It would represent the
location on the minor road where the field inspector should
check to determine if there is suffrcient sight line across the
intersection. For example, for a minor street with a speed of 25
mph and a major street with a speed of 40 mph, the inspector
should position himself I 50 ft from the intersection and establish
if a vehicle on the major street can be seen 285 ft from the
intersection. If he can see that far, the vrrln sign would be
acceptable from the sight distance viewpoint. Ifnot, a sror sign
should be used.

Since ylBro control is most likely to be used for residential
streets that usually have a speed limit of 25 mph, the values of
required sight distance for 25 mph are those most often to be
used. In using Table 26, it should be understood that the speeds
for both the minor and major roads are operating speed. Hence,
for example, if the speed limit on both roads was 25 mph, a
conservative approach would be to assume at least a 5-mph
faster speed in selecting the speeds for the table. On the other
hand, a lower speed for the minor road could be used if it is
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Figure 3, Suggested volume levels for ytr.lD control.
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SUGGESTED REVISIONS TO THE MUTCD

A stated objective of the project was to suggest wording for
improved srop and vIeLo control warrants for potential inclu-
sion in the MUTCD. These suggestions are provided, as follows,
for each control type.

sroe Sign Warrants

Based on the results of this study and the findings and rec-

ommendations from previous studies it is recommended that
Section 2B-5, "Warrants for sroP Sign," of the MUTCD be

revised as follows:

1. Replace warrant number 1 with the following:
"lnterseclion of a less important road with a main road
where one or more of the following cond¡tions exist:

t7

a. The sight distance at any quadrant is insufficlent to
perm¡t a vrrr-n sign control.

b. The volume levels exceed those which would permit
a YrELD sign control,

vrnlo Sign Warrants

For Section 2B-8, "Warrants for YIELD Signs," in the

MUTCD, it is recommended that the hrst warrant be changed

to the following:

l. On the minor approach(es) of intersection where the
corner sight triangle meets or exceeds the values shown
in the following Table 2B-1 [Table 26 in this report] and
one or more of the following conditions exist:
a. Volumes are less than 1,500 vehlcles per day on the

major road or less than 600 vehicles per day on the
minor road, or

b. No more than two accidents involving minor roadway
vehicles have occurred within the last three years.

CHAPTER FOUR

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTED RESEARCH

coNcLustoNs

The objectives of this project were to determine ( 1) the ac-

cident change that might occur if sror-controlled intersections

were changed to YIELD control, (2) which control is more cost

effective and under what conditions, and (3) guidelines for
conversion ofsrop control to YIELD control. From the findings
ofthe various analyses the following conclusions related to these

objectives are drawn:

1. When intersection control is converted from stop to vIeLp
an increase in accident frequency can be expected, especially

where the volumes are on the order of 1,800 ADT total, 1,500

ADT for the major road and 600 ADT for the minor road.

However, an increase in the severity of the accidents is not likely
to occur. The amount ofaccident increase is about one accident

every 2 years assuming the volume remains stable.

2. Even with the anticipated increase in accidents YIELD con-

trol is more cost-effective than sroP control. This statement

applies to intersections that experience no more than three ac-

cidents per year. This is because it takes several accidents to
overcome the accrued benefltts of reduced motorist delay and

vehicle operating costs.

3. Cost effectiveness should not be the sole criterion for de-

ciding whether or not to convert from slop to YIELD control.
The savings in delay, fuel, and other vehicle operating costs for

a given trip are insignificant and probably imperceptible to the

motorist.
4. While certain low-volume intersections can be converted

safely, engineers should be cautious in deciding to convert ex-

isting intersections because of the possibility of increased acci-

dents. However, more use of vtpto control is recommended at

new intersections which have adequate corner sight distance and

volume levels noted above.

SUGGESTED RESEARCH

When analyzing accidents at low volume intersections large

sample sizes are required to detect statistical differences with a

high level of confidence. While this study included all the con-

versions that could be identified, continued increases to the data

base would add to the conhdence ofthe findings and conclusions.

Consequently, concerned agencies should identify further con-

versions and acquire additional data.

The issue of using sroP versus YIELD for appropriate volume

intersections is intertwined with the issue of motorist compliance

to these devices. A high level of noncompliance to sror signs

has been observed by others. Increased use of vlrLp control,
at the srop control locations, may improve compliance at these

locations. This premise should be examined through appropriate

research.
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APPENDIX A-LITERATURE REVIEW

The focus of the literature review was on the following areas:

l. The history of YIELD sign usage in order to develop an understanding of the
events and thinking that influenced the development of the use of YIELD control
and the development of the warrants for their use.

2. Studies determining operational characteristics to STOP and of YIELD controls
and studies involving STOP to YIELD conversions.

3. Proposed and accepted warrants for using YIELD control or for converting STOP
to YIELD control.

Five important reports were used as primary sources of background information:

l. "Stop, Yield and No Control at Intersections", by Stockton and Mounce (4)'

2. "Development of an Improved tilarrant for Use of Stop and Yield Control at
Four-Legged Intersections", by Upchurch (2)

3. 'A Review of Research Related to the Safety of STOP Yersus YIELD Sign Traffic
Control", by Rosenbaum, (3)

4. "Re-evaluation of Traffic Control at Non-Signalized Intersections", by Carter and
Malhortra (7)

5. "Chapter 5 - Intersectionsn from Synthesis ol Safety Research Related to Traflic
Conlrol and Roadway Elements,Vol. l.(8)

All these reports contain historical information and extensive reviews of existing
literature concerning YIELD control and related subjects. Literature searches using the
Transportation and Highway Research Information Services did not lead to any documents
that were not reported in at least one of the above reports.

HISTORY OF YIELD CONTROL

The 1968 Unilorm Vehicte Code (Revised 1979) (UVC) (9) defines the responsibilities
of the drivef approaching a YIELD sign as:

". . . After slowing or stopping, the driver shall yield the right of way to any vehicle
in the intersection or approaching on another roadway so closely as to constitute an

immediate hazard during the time such driver is moving across or within the
intersection . . ."

The only difference between this definition of responsibilities and the UYC's
definition of responsibilities of the driver approaching a STOP sign is that'After having

stopped" replaces "After slowing or stopping'in the YIELD definition. The assignment of
right-of-way and the responsibilities of the driver are the same for both STOP control and
YIELD control intersections.

The intert of the application of YIELD control was to provide for the definition of
right-of-way and to act as an intermediate form of control between normal right-of-way
under no sign control and STOP sign control. According to Kell (10) "... one of the main
objectives in the development of the YIELD sign was to provide a less restrictive device
which could replace many of the unwarranted STOP signs presently installed and thereby
attempt to regain motorists'respect for STOP signs in general."

YIELD control was first introduced in Tulsa, Oklahoma in 1951. The YIELD sign used

at the time was keystone shaped with black letters on a yellow background and read

'YIELD RIGHT OF \ryAY".

YIELD signs did not appear in the MUTCD until its 1954 revision and at that time
was "still to be regarded as experimentat.'(ll) The MUTCD stated that the sign could be

used where normal right-of-way rule must be modified for safety and efficiency and use of
the standard STOP sign would be unduly restrictive. The sign design was an inverted
equilateral triangle and read "YIELD RIGHT OF WAY" (black letters on yellow background).

In the 196I MUTCD, YIELD control became an accepted practice and the first
recommended YIELD warrants were introduced (see Section III-C 'lilarrants and
Recommendations on YIELD Usage'). The wording on the siSn was changed to the single
word "YIELD" (still \vith black letters on a yellow background).

In 1965, Lloyd Meader, Chief Traffic Engineer for New York State, argued for the use

of red, rather than yellow YIELD signs, in his formal request to the Federal Highway
Administration. New York had experimented with red signs and believed them to be

superior to yellow signs. (12)

The l97l MUTCD changed the color design of the YIELD from yellow to red adapted

from the international symbol for "give way'. The l9ól MUTCD YIELD warrants have

continued through the 1978 MUTCD and subsequent revisions with only minor wording
changes.

YIELD AND RELATED STUDIES

In the early 1950's, the most frequent application of YIELD signs was at previously

uncontrolled intersections as an alternative to STOP control. (5, 10, l3) Kell reported on

successful applications of YIELD control experienced in Berkley, cA; Seattle, wA; san

Diego, cA; and Napa, cA (5, lo). The Napa study reported on l7 conversions from STOP

conirol to YIELD control. In the study only one intersection was observed to have a large

increase in accidents. However, after foliage was trimmed from around the intersection,

the frequency of accidents improved.

In contrast to this successful conversion to YIELD control, Kell (5) found that

accidents (in particular, right angle accidents) increased dramatically at l3 relatively high
volume intersections in Berkley where STOP control had been converted to YIELD control.
The average daily major and minor roadway volumes at these locations were 5,000 and

2,500 respectively.

See Reference Section
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In !953, the use of YIELD signs in four cities (Dal¡as, oklahoma city, portland and
Tulsa) was reported. (t4) At most of these intersections, of which rn"ny ïere converted
intersections from STOP to YIELD, the operational and accident experidnce was reported to
have improved.

An unsuccessful experiment with conversion of YIELD control from STOp control was
reported in San Francisco in 1953 where 13 of 15 showed large increases in the frequency
of accidents. The increase was attributed as possibly the reiult of',inadequate publicity
and high minor street volumes". (3)

In 1964, a study (r5) of the safety of STop and yIELD signs reported that, for
uncontrolled intersections, the introduction of YIELD control resultJd in major temporary
decreases in the annual accident rate. For I to 2 years after installation, t:he rates were
then found to rise to a level which was still below that of the 'before' or uncontrolled
condition. Also concluded ìvas that more accidents are likely to occur at intersections
where the YIELD signs control the major approach than wheie the yIELD controls the
minor approach.

In l9ó7, Leisch et al. presented procedures in NCHRp Report 4l (16) to'aid engineers
in the selection of the proper type of intersection control". 'I.he procedurôs allowed for the
estimation of vehicle delay and intersection accident rates for intersections controlled by
YIELD, two-\¡/ay sroP and four-way srop signs. The data for which the procedures werô
based came from 7l intersections located in four metropolitan areas.

A study (17) examining accident rates for rural Kentucky highways (for the years
1970-1972) showed that the types of accidents occurring at STOP control intersections were
52 percent angle collisions and 30 percent rear end or same direction sideswipe accidents
while the types of accidents occurring at YIELD control intersections were 23 percent
angle collisions and 56 percent rear end or same direction sideswipe acèidents.
Additionally, the severity index under STOP control (2.70) was found to be much higher
than under YIELD control (2.03).

ln 1977, \Yalton et al., (18) reported on guidelines for the signing of rural
intersections with roadway volumes of less than 400 vehicles per day. The coit effective
analysis observed that for a combined volume of up to 200 vehicles per day, the expected
annual accident and operating cost âssociated with no control was less thân the accident
and operating cost \¡/ith two-way STOP control. The guidelines were based on a theoreticat
relationship derived from 'probability of conflict" analysis.

In t976, 53 intersections (no control, YIELD and STop) on low volume roads in
Indiana were evaluated as to safety, compliance, dñd efficiency. Bandyopadhyay (19)
concluded that:

o Accident records showed no significant difference in the occurrence of accidents
at STOP, YIELD, and uncontrolled intersection.

. At the STOP controlled intersections 3l percent of the vehicles did not come to
a stop.

¡ Annual savings of $16,550 in operating cost and 3,320 vehicle hours of travel
time could be realized in West Lafayette, IN, if 80 percent of the signed low
volume intersections were changed to a less restrictive form of control.

Expanding on the lvork of Bandyopadhyay, Hall, in a 1977 report (20), conducted a
benefit-cost analysis of STOP, YIELD, and no control at low votumL intòrsáótions. Usinggasoline costs, other vehicle_ operating costs, delay costs, and accident costs as primar!
considerations, the analysis showed that YIELD sign control was the most efficient controlfor volumes greater than 200 vehicles per day (vpd) and tliat no control ìvas most efficient
below 200 vpd.

- - In an NCHRP project, Glennon (21) performed a benifit-cost analysis in an evaluation
of STOP control ve¡sus no control. He concluded that, unless the¡e weie special problems,
such as with sight distance or with right-of-way designations, STop contiol could not bejustified for two intersecting low-vorume (i.e., less than 40p AbT) rural roads.

FHIvA sponsored a study (4) which reported on ll0 urban and rural low volume
intersections in Florida, New york, and rexas to deteririne the retative operating and
safety characteristics associated with two-way STOP, YIEIJD, and no control intersections.
For the purposes of the study, low volume intersections]were considered as those non-
signalized intersections in which the minor roadway volumés was less than 500 vehicles per
day (vpd). Major roadway votumes ranged up to l0,ooo vpd. utilizing data collection in
field studies, stockton et al., in the benefit-cost analysis, showed thãt in no case was
conversion to STOP control cost effective and that convèrsions to YIELD control were
always cost effective. Other significant findings from the study include:

r control type has no appreciable effect on 
"".ih"nt experience at low volume

intersections.

¡ Travel time is significantly affected by signing, with srop control producing the
longest travel time and YIELD control the shortest.

r Geometry (three-leg and four-leg) does not play a major role in either safety or
operation of low volume intersections.

o Sight distance has no discernible effect on eitlier safety or operations at low
volume intersections.

¡ The percentage of intersections experiencing accidents increases significantly at
2,000 vpd and again at 4,000 vpd (regardless pf control type). Travel time
increases significantly at 2,000 vpd, primarily dué to increased forced stop rate.

In contrast to the study's findings regarding geometrj,, the report's literature review
gave the following account of four studies comparing four.¡leg intersections ì¡/ith three-leg
intersections:

'In a california study of 660 intersections, Marks (22) reported that uncontrolled
four-leg intersections exhibited l4 times the accident frequency of uncontrolled
three-legs in limited access subdivisions and 4l ti¡hes that of three-legs in
gridiron subdivisions. A Minnesota study (23) showed that the geometric
advantage of the three-leg intersection with respect io accident rate was more
pronounced at high volume locations.

Four-leg intersections were found to experience four times the frequency of T-
and Y-types in a study on Indiana County roads (24). A detailed study of two-
lane rural roads by Raff (25) showed that three-leg intersections had lower
accident rates than four-leg,"

l.)o
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In a l98l report on a behavior study, Mounce (26) noted that full voluntary
compliance at STOP signs has steadily declined and is now less than 20 percent. Mounce
felt the low compliance was a result of an excess use of STOP control. In the report he

stâtes that nthe excessive use of STOP contol suggests a failure to fulfiu a real need and,
consequently, the control's ability to command the respect of the road user is severely
impaired."

In 1982, Upchurch (2) completed a Ph.D thesis which compared the effects of three
types of signing (YIELD, tì¡/o-v/ay and four-way STOP) for traffic control at intersections.
The economic analysis detailing costs for fuel, vehicle operating, accidents, delay, air
pollution and sign material, installation, and maintenance found YIELD control to be the
most economic. He concluded that 'dationwide intersection costs can be reduced by as

much as $15.1 billion per year if sign controls are more effectively applied through use of
the improved warrant.n Upchurch based his accident costs on the methods for predicting
accident rates developed in NCHRP Report 4I (reviewed above). Upchurch qualified the
findings of his report by stating thât "there \vas a reason to be skeptical of the NCHRP
predicted accident rates for YIELD control" and "that better accident information is

needed to completely evaluate YIELD control". (27) (This observation was an impetus for
this NCHRP project.)

The University of Maryland concluded a study (7) in 1986 in which 2l intersections
were evaluated for possible STOP to YIELD conversion. A step by step procedure was
recommended for selecting candidate conversion sites. Eleven intersections were actually
converted and before/after field studies were conducted using a'modified driver-behavior
traflic conflicts analysis". The methodology used for the traffic conflicts analysis was
adapted from a technique developed by General Motors and documented in NCHRP Report
2i,9 (25). The analysis involved observing traffic conflicts'before'and'after" intersection
control was converted from STOP to YIELD, Among the conclusions reported were:

. YIELD control provided a more elficient intersection operation than STOP
control in terms of overall shorter delay to motorists, lower gasoline
consumption, and lesser air pollution at the intersection.

r A decrease in the number of conflicts (from the before STOP to the after
YIELD) at all intersections indicated an overall improvement in safety.

r Average annual savings per intersection per vehicle consisted of fuel - $0.28,
emissions - $0.002, and delay - $2.04. The author noted that the delay rate was
based on automobiles only. A significant number of truck movements at an
intersection would result in higher delay costs.

Summarv

Most of the studies reviewed above support YIELD control as a viable alternative to
STOP control for low-volume intersections. After reviewing these studies on YIELD
control, two major points can be concluded regarding low volume intersections:

l. Control type has no appreciable effect on accident experience.

2. In terms of operating efficiency, YIELD control is superior to STOP control.

Research relating to control of intersections that are not low volume and research relating
specifically to STOP/YIELD_conversions have been lacking, however. During the early
1950's there were several studies which reported on STOP to YIELD conversions and

resulting accident experiences. None of those studies developed accident relationships to
converted (STOP to YIELD) intersections nor any relative comparisons of accident
experience at converted intersections to the population of YIELD control intersections.

Since then, the University of Maryland study is the only study, reviewed in the
literature search, that addresses converted intersections as â group. As a result of
conflict analysis, the study concluded that 'overall, one can see there is no difference in
the drivers behavior and the conflict rates "before" and "after" the change in control signs
from STOP to YIELD at the ten intersections studied.' l

Several YIELD control issues, however, remain unclear or have not been addressed;
these are:

l. At what volume ranges can YIELD control be ccinsidered effective?

2. What are the accident and operating characteristics at higher ADT levels?

3. Is the accident experience at a converted (S'fbp to YIELD) intersection any
different from a YIELD intersection that was ndt the result of a conversion?

4. Noting that there are fewer conflict points ai three-leg intersections than at
four-leg intersections, a¡e accident rates differelt between the trvo?

5. Acting under a premise that minor right turns are safer than minor left turns,
can an accident relationship be established which would assign relative risks 1o

turning movements?

WARRANTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A review was conducted of previously recommended warrants or guidelines for the use

of YIELD control and of recommendations or guideliries relating to STOP to YIELD
conversions. The following is a tisting of those recomniendations and a tisting of other
warrants or guidelines documented in the literature.

The MUTCD provided its first Ìvarrants on YIELq control in 196l and except for
minor wording changes, have remained unchanged through 1978 MUTCD. The current
lì,arrants are found in Section 2B-8 and are repeated in Figure A-1.

The warrants are limited in that they do not provide specilic guidelines such as the
appropriate traffic volumes, accident experience, sight distance limits, etc. The safe

approach speed mentioned in Warrant I is the maximur,n speed at which a vehicle can

approach an intersection and still be able to stop in time to avoid a collision with a

vehicle approaching 0n the intersecting street. A discussion on determining safe approach
speed is provided in Appendix C.

In a 1958 article on the applications ot YIELD signi, Xett (10) suggested that traffic
volume, volume split, speed, visibility and accident experience were important considerations
in the selection of YIELD control and that installation at intersections previously

controlled by two-way STOP should be undertaken cautioYsly. He also advised thât caution
be exercised at rural intersections involving high speed traffic when converting STOP

control to YIELD control. He states, "If such installdtions are contemplated, suitable
advance warning signs and markings should be included. Where speed is not a factor, the

replacement of SfOp should give cãmparable results to siririlar urban installation.'

A-6 t9
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2B-8 Warrants for YIELD signs

The YIELD sign may be warranted:

l. At the entrance to an intersection where it is necessary to assign the right-of-way
and where the safe approach speed on the entrance exceeds t0 mile per hour.

2. on the entrance ramp to an expressvray where an acceleration lane is not provided.

3. At intersections on a divided highway where the median between the roadways is more
than 30 feet wide. At such intersections, a STop sign may be used at the entrance
to the f¡rst roadway of the divided highway and a yIELD sign may be placed at the
entrance to the second roadway.

4. where there is a separate or channelized right-turn lane, without an adequate
acceleration lane,

5. At any intersection where a special problem exists and where an engineering study
indicates the problem to be susceprible to correction by use of the yIELD sign.

YIELD signs generally should not be placed to control the major flow of traffic at an
intersection. However, YIELD signs may be installed to control a major traffic movement
where a majority of drivers in that movement are making right turns (see Figure). At
such an intersection, YIELD signs should not be erected at any other approach.

YIELD signs should not be used on the through roadways of expressways. They may be
used on an entering roadway without an adequate acceleration lane, but in a well designed
interchange, the sign would interfere with the free merging movement, and it should not be
used under those circumstances.

UJ\'OATRi
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As a general guide or warrant on yIELD control, Kelr offered the fo[ov/ing:

"YIELD signs can be effective control devices for iniersections where there is an
apparent need for definition of right-of-way to piovide safe convenient and
efficient traffic flow but where STop signs are unduiy restrictive.. (10)

The benefit-cost analysis conducted by Hail (20) ied to the recommendation thatYIELD control be used in the volume range 200 to 800 vehicles per day and that no control
be used for volumes of less than 200 vehicles per day. 

i

The FHWA study conducted by stockron and Mounfe (4) provided a list of YIELD
control guidelines used by various state and local agenciesl(Tabie A-l). The report on that
study concluded that a comparison of expected accident costs and .oaá ose, savings showed
that YIELD control is preferabte for locations with up to]two accidents in three years. If
the minor road volume is greater than 300 vehicles per da¡f, YIELD control is cost effectivewith up to three accidents in three years. Higher ac4ìoent frequencies justify sropcontrol consistent with the "conventional wisdomn thatlsrop control wili reduce thepotential for accidents (see Figure A-2).

Beginning in 1972, the ITE Technical council commiftee 4A-A conducted a study (29)
to 'develop a state-of-the-art report on the use of YIELD signs and on the effectivenesiof these devices on controlling traffic at intersections ànd elsewhere.', As Dart of the
study, the committee conducted a survey of ITE membetC to documerrt the uså of yIELD
signs. Table A-2 presents a listing of the warrants ireported by that survey. The
recommended warrants resulting from the study are presedted in Tabie A-3. warrants for
YIELD control at rural intersections were not included sinþe there was insufficient data to
support any recommendation. Their ¡ecommendation of allowing safe approach speed of g
mph was qualified with the comment that 'this is contrar! to the MUT-èd and as such, its
use is not recommended until such a time as the MIlrcD yould allow such a change." The
report concluded that "YIELD control can be used effectively to control traffic at minor
intersections in urban areas" and 'a (relatively) low accident frequency can be expected,particularly with street volumes under 900 ADT and intersection volumes of under 1,500
ADT'. (29)

warrants which were considered for the installation of yIELD signs in wichita,
Kansas, were presented in an article (30) in the MovITE Journal and a.e sho*n in Figure
A-3. Further description of those warrants suggested that] "ordinarily, YIELD signs wõuld
not be installed when warrant I or 2 is satisfied to minimtrm extent; all the factors should
be weighed before YIELD signs are installed. The traffic iolumes are intended to be used
as guidelines and not exact warrants. volumes in the 1,500 to 3,000 range should be
supplemented by other factors before yIELD signs are instilled".

At a District 6ITE convention in 1977, Mitchell (jl) presented the traffic control
v/arrants on low volume stfeets for the city of concoid, ca. In that presentation,
Mitchell recommended that additional warrants should be dstabtished for residential streets.
Mitcheu contended that "the need to 'minimize delay' is secondary to that of maintaining
the primary residential character of the neighborhood". Figirre A-4 shows the recommended
warrants for YIELD control.

Table A-4 presents guidelines that have been recommended by the Traffic Institute at
Northwestern University. (32)

19N

l'igure A-1. Section 2B-8 fron MUTCD (l) on YIELD sign usage
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Table A-I. Reported guidelines by Stockton, Brackett and Mounce' (4)

Þ
I

\o

voLul.rE ACCIDENTS
stGrlT 0rsTAi¡cE

c:R' t TER t^
OTHS

(School. Pcd.. cfc.

Stetc of Dclarorc

3111. of Ncr York

Statc of llorth Ookofa

Clty of Baltimore, lO

Clty of Concord, CA

Montgonrery County, t{)

Less than l5Ovpd oo naJor
approach ANO

MôJor streot 500vpd (or'50
vph) peak and mlnor sfre€t
25Ùvpd (or 25vph) peak.

Tvo or flþre of corroc-
table typo ln 12 nonths
(lf only ST0P varranf
met).

Crl llcal approoch rprcd
groô1€r than I nph.

Groâtor th¡n ÂASHTO C¡se
ll nodlf lorj lor rurol
¿nd urban separately,

^l{D

Crlllcal approach speed
betvoen 15 and 20 mph.

Slgh{ dlstance along
maJor from f5ft back on
nlnor ls groâf€r than
125Í + .

l¡llnor rpproôch ¡orvc¡
morc holrcs.

Rural-gravcl roâds only.
Urban-clly str€ots only.

At lntersectlons vhere
STOP ls not varrantod.

Soorc control dlctatcd by
geooetrlcs, accldont:, or
vo I uñog.

tJ



Source

FiBure

S I gtrt
DIs,tance

Accldanì
Hl story

Jor Roadrðy Yolstna

< zt\ YPd > 2000 vpd

Adequate

0 ¡b C(
I

rtrol I

___t

YIEI-D<2

3 STTFI

¡t+

STOP
¡rrf

Adequate

lf nlnor roadxay ls greafer than
approprfate tor lr¡fersectlons tll
3 iears.

Relf,e¡eneg (4)

À-2. gu.idé1inês by St

500 vpd, YlÊL0 confrol
r less than 4 accldenfs

Brackett ancl Mounce
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Table A-2. Reported warrants to ITE Technfcal Council Con¡¡¡ittee 4A-A

rr¡om¡D H rr^xl¡
@vlxtcur¡n ¡rrrns¡c¡¡¡f

trLrrlcs .(^D1l lcc¡olL[É- ¡lclll DlsrAr€¡

x.ll, Su9g.tt.d ¡ll
Pt¡ctlÊ. . rl9rll¡ l9óQ

Urb.¡looo 5æO
Rgr.r tlQ (r¡erp.t r/-crullot¡l I q ryq/t!. -

oYaf r
a ¡l?H'

l.¡¡ thr¡t
!t P.rc.nttl.

Not ¡grlñ¡t .rjor
llar.

lrrfflc lnttltut.
llorlbr.¡trrn Unlv.. l5æ tooo I or tott/y:.

ol,.r -ro rñr'
l.r¡ thtn

t5 P.rc.ntlt.
coll.ctor/
loc¡l or
locrl,âocet

Not ¡grlnrt r¡Jos
flor lf ovrr
1.2 r ¡lnor llc.

Clnctnnetl¡ oblo

^ny 
On. tl¡tr¡nt

l?S^t. for A hr..
ßA¡1n-r. for rnY
2 hr¡. ¡bov¡

tor
.ó ot

torc/yt.
rctoþ yt-

ApFroX,
óHPil-

Appror.-
12 NPH,

Clnc lnn¡tl I
Coábln¡tton
l{rrrrñtr

Ohlo
ol?

75¡\r. lot ô lntt.
loo/hr. lor rny
2 br¡. ¡bov.

? ot totc/yt.
.4 ot rct./t yt. ^pgrox.ó HFt{ 5 ^ppro¡.rL2 Åm'

llltrruk.e, l{l¡con¡ln
Requlrcr rny ? ol I
h'¡r r¡nt a

2@ looo ? ot sortþt, oYaf -
IO HPfi¿

l"¡¡ th¡n
65 Pcrc.ntll.

collcctor/
loc¡l or
locrlráocrl

Con¡ldrr rlt.rn¡t.
Tlcld rrr¡ngc¡.nt
to ¡vold crc¡tlng
col l"ctos.

G¡lvc¡ton, lax¡¡ lg ¡,lPll 30 HH¡ . IIUICD rrrrrnts.

S¡cruonto, c¡lllôrnt¡ r5 lrñ¡

^u3tlnr 
laxrrr Appro¡ch ov.r

lao/dty
5 or toxe/yt. oval r

ô HPH.
lar¡ th¡B

65 P.rc.ntll.

Hq¡ttonr l.x¡ar lo0þr. for 2 or toto/yt. ô r¡t{t lr H¡,ltl

Lrn¡lngr Hlchtgrnr g ot sotcþ yrr.

O¡kl¡nd, C¡llfornl¡' Ylcld Str.2t

Rocklord, lllfnol¡r

Srnt¡ An¡, Crllfosnl¡o

Skoklo, ¡lllnolrr

O.dc CoülY, Florldr'

H¡Jor
nora

.tra.t 90'ß
volrs. th¡n

lnor

t rny lntcrrcctfon
Hhcra ¡ problc!
cxlrt¡ sd thcrc r¡
Gñ9ln."r¡ng ttudy
lndlc¡t.¡ thc Pro-
blctr to bc ¡us-
ccpt¡blc to corrc€-
tlon by usc ol r
¡YlGld'r ¡lgn

rFro¡ lKltRP¡ R.Port al, 19ó? (Sm Blbllogrephy, ?¡9' â-l)

t l{o l{c¡¡u¡lng HGtho'd St¡tcd
2 Urlng Hrthod ln thl¡ ncPort
t urc¡ orn llsthod yhlch r.rultr tn rprodr crtcutrtrd by ¡.thod ln thl¡ n.Port

2@^'t.
lot¡t ln!.rlni

z@^,t.
lnt.rlng tson
Colt.ctor Str..t

Source: Reference (29)
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Table A-3. Recommended warrants by ITE Technical Councll Con¡nittee 4A-A

ITPA OF USE voLtt{Bsf 
^Dl

N¡NOn lþt a A1 A lt/uoR
INTERSBCIION (BYf' SS)

lilr8nsEcllo?f oF ll{()
HT¡IOR SÎREAIS

coLLEclOnS (HtH(n
lilfnl |llctlw YS

HEtr¡^N CRGSIÌGS

lrSRGB FOIill (tf-RrìltP

HtscELt-^¡rEdrs usBs

I Srfc rtopplng rlght dlrtencr :for trefllc on H¡lnllnc.
2 Â¡ ¡ç¡¡urcd on Âpprndlx, Prgr A-l?.
3 Ât eny lntrrrtctlon ¡hcre r r¡rclel problen exl¡tr ¡nd

rhcrr en cnglncorlng ttudy lrrdlcrta. th. prcblen to bc
rurecptlblr to co¡¡cetlon by thc ln¡trllrtlon of r ylold rlgn.

Source: Reference (29)

nBcori[lNDBD lr^RRr\rfis
T¡8LD SIGN USB

/\cctD€ilÎs
HtNIlfrlr

SIGIIT DISI. slmEl

1{O RBCOHilB-N-DAttox

NO RBCO}IHBNDAlIOTI

NO RA HBXDÀ1I

rO RBCOTIHBHDAlION

ilO RBCOHHE'IDAlION

Lon ¡rcdcttrlrn volrrrr
âcror¡ byprrr - undcr.^so. gc!.2!rr. tn pgek

Þ
I

N)

Xelnllnr Bvnas¡(2-rlrvl

Under IOTOOO Âny Volurr
IOTOOO-2O'OOO Un<tor 3r(XÞ

lntcr¡ectLon
Hln. ltrx.

11599 3'OOO

3 or roro
rt. ânglt

NO RBCOXXBTDAIrON

Jl nl ¡rr¡1-^-tdry

5'OOO I'OOO



WARRANTS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR THE INST'ALLATION OF YIELD SIGN

1. The sum of the ADTrs on the intersecting atreets is
at least 1'5OO wpd but Rot loEe than 5,0O0 vP'l'

(c+p)
2

= 1500
5000

be
45

to
vPd

2.

3.

Source: Reference (30)

Figure A-3. Warrants for installation of YIELD sign for Wichita' KS

Figure A-4. Recou¡nended warrants for YIELD control for City of Concord' CA

)Al,--
_lBa

The occurrence of at least teo accideats
unpreventable by lees restlictive neans ia the tvo
1aîest 12-aonth periods. Îlre accidents should be of
the type correctable by yield sigps.

The safe stopping sight <liete¡ce speed uust
glester than 12 nph (triangle distance of about
feet) .

WARRANT FOR YIELD SIGN INSTALLATION

Yield sign installation may be considered if any of the following conditions exist:

I. VOLUME

(a) Total vehicular volume on the major street of 500 vehicles per day or-50
per hour during the peak hour on an average day.

(b) Total vehicular volume on the mi¡or street of 250 vehicles per day or 25
vehicles per hour during the peak hour on an average day.

(c) Subsequently higher volumes than above ìvarrant consideration of stop
sign.

2. ACCIDENTS

Indication of an accident hazard susceptible of correction by yield signs.

VISIBILITY

Critical approach speeds less than 20 mph, but not less than l5 mph.

PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION

Right of way assignment is needed to prevent confusion and expedite traffic
flow.

NOTE: All yield sign installations shall be checked at approximately three-month
intervals for one year to determine if operation is satisfactory. If there is

continued accident experience replacement of yield signs by stop signs shall be

considered.

Source: Reference (31)

3.

4.
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Table A-4. Recommended guidellnes by the Traffic rnstitute aÈ Nort st UnfversLty a9
æ

A SUGGESTED GUIDE FOR DETERMINING THE NEED FOR TRAFFIC CONTROT vtcEs

$6f¡ Approoch Specd
(Sight Dirtonce)

in m.p.h.

Accídcnt¡ pe¡ ye'or
Right Anglc

Strcet Clos¡ificolion

Othcr Foclor¡

t00
1000 ro 1500

Ncor Spced
l¡m¡t or 85%

te¡¡ rhon 3

iocol - locol

¡00-300
1500 ro 3000

Ovcr 15

3 o¡ morc

Locol - Lccsl
Colleclor - L'col

Stop 5ign
2-Y.loy

2so
l50O ro 80oo

Under 15

3 or more

Thru Slreel
À,toior - Collcclor

l'{oior - Locol

sroþ s;e,,
,!ro,

3q0
2@
500

5,OdO

81[nd

1

5 o¡ morc

Moior - l'{oior

Signol

ó00
200
800

8,000

5 g r¡ore

Moþ - /uaoior
Àloior - Collcctor

Pcde¡lrio¡r¡
Gopr
Progrç¡¡iq¡

No Conlrol Yicld Sign

Volumc
pcr hour

21 Hov¡

(Ànoior)
(Minor)
fiorol )
Totol

Source: Reference (32)
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Summarv

Most of the existing and recommended warrants that were reviewed used sight
distance or safe approach speed, roadway or intersection volumes, and accident history as
primary guidelines when assessing YIELD control. A condensed view of those guidelines
follows:

a Siqht Distance Warrants - Of the r¡r'arrants reviewed:

6 required a safe approach speed at least 15 mph,
I ' 12 mPh,
3 " l0 mph,

I ' 6mPh.

r Volume Warrants - Various measures defined as Decessary determinants to
describe the volume of vehicles using an intersection. Measures such as vehicles
per day, per hour, and per average hour were specified for total intersection
volumes, major or minor roadway volumes, or major or minor approach volumes.
For those warrants which specified total intersection volumes as criteria,
appropriate YIELD control intersection volumes ranged from 1000 to 5000
vehicles per day.

o Accident Warrants - Most of the guidetines reviewed provided minimum
thresholds when YIELD control would be warranted. They are:

I required an accident history of 5 I or more acc/yr.
5,in<26â

APPENDIX B-OUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

A questionnaire was prepared to determine the experience of state and local highway
departments with YIELD controlled intersections and with conversions from STOP to YIELD.
Also, they were questioned on their willingness to participate in a STOP/YIELD conversion
study and on the type of information they would be able to provide.

Much of the questionnâire was designed to get a free response from the jurisdiction
being surveyed. For instance, rather than providing a checklist of factors which were felt
important conside¡ations for STOP/YIELD conversions, the rospondent was asked to provide
his/her own thoughts. The idea was to avoid molding the response into preconceived
thoughts. The questionnaire is presented in Figure B-1.

The list of those jurisdictions which were contacted for the survey came from an
Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) list of 700 traffic engineers who head local
traffic engineering departments. The local jurisdictions frorn the list were categorized into
five regional areas, four population groupings, and county or city/town jurisdiction. One

hundred jurisdictions were then selected at random from that list to form a survey data

base. A categorized distribution of that list is as follows:

Pooulation

< 25,000
25,000 - 100,000

100,000 - 500,000
>500,000

Jurisdiction

l5%
4s{o
30%
l0%

6"
l"

Survey I Local
State DOT

Survey 2 Local Only 100

100 44 (44%)
50 32 (64Ve)

29 (290/o\

250 r05 (42o/o)

Reeion

Northeast 28o/ø

Southeast 20Vo

North Midwest 9qo

South Midwest l4Vo
Far West 29%

t2 (12%)
4 (8%)

3 (3Vo\

l9 (8Yo)

One other guideline allowed lor YIELD control at intersections with an accident
history of 2 or less.

o Roadwav Classification - Several of the warrants provided that YIELD control be

limited to intersections of collector with local and of local with local. One
jurisdiction restricted YIELD intersection to local with local.

Other specific recommendations include:

r YIELD should not be used against the major flow if the major flow is more than
1.2 times the minor flow.

¡ Should be used only if the pedestrian volume is low, (i.e., less than 50
pedestrians per hour in peak volume hour.

City/Town 75qo

County 25Vo

In the hope of identifying a larger number of potentbl STOP to YIELD conversion

sites, an additional set of questionnaires were sent out to another 100 jurisdictions. The
second questionnaire was primarily targeted toward county jurisdictions. The first
questionnaire inquired primarily on jurisdiction's experience with converted intersections.
jince the results of the first questionnaire indicated that identification of converted sites

would be difficult, the second questionnaire was modified to help identify jurisdictions with
overall experience with YIELD control intersections as well as with STOP to YIELD
conversions.

The number of respondents from the two questionnaires is summarized below:

Number of Number Number Willing
Ouestionnaires Resoondine (%) To Particioate (%)

A-r6

Total Surveys

B-l l.)\o
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NCT¡RP PRq'ECT 17-7
rGuideli¡es for Coalertiog SÎOP to IIEI^D Cootrol er InrersecÈioasi

Qgestioonaire

AGENqT Ageocy CoDtact: Na¡e
Address Tirle

Phone
City, State, Zip_

PART I :IEI¡ coot¡ol and SIOP/TIEU) Conversion Erperience

1. lfbat is your jurisdictioof¡ policy, guideliae, or warr¡¡Dt regardiag uee of YIELD
cootrol at unsignalized i¡te¡sections?

2. Ifhat is your jurisdictionrs golicy, guideli-ne, or Farrant regarding coove¡sioa
froo SÎOP to YfED coqtrol?

3. If tbere is no policy or guideline ia com¡ertiag, shat factors do you feel are
iuportant is tbe coosideration?

4. If you have ¡rade cooversioos, bave you experieaced safety probleus (such as
iacreased accidents. vebiclc aad pedestriao coaflicts, traffic violatioos. etc.)
after the STOP/YIELD conversioo has been ¡¡ade? Yes No
Explain

5. Eas ít been oecessary to reconrrert any iatersections back to STOP froo YIEU)?
Yes No llhat tygec of problens forced tbose recosversions?

Figure B-1. Questionrrarre
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NCTRP Project 17-7
Qgegtiooneire - Pert I
Page 1\ro

6. Ilbat procedures (e.g. cpecial rigning, uedia Dotices, ctc.) bas your jurisdicti_on
folloçed io qini¡i¡c aoy initial negative irogacts rbe¡ coqveEtiDg fr6 STOP to YIETD?

7. What additional observations regarding STOP/YIEf.D conversion do you leel sbould
be pointed out?

If available, please prorride docuoeotatioq of atry sfudies conducted tbat suPPort
tbese guidelioes.

Figure B-1. Questionnaíre (Contrd)

I
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PART II STI¡DY SIÎES AVAII¡BTLI]Í

Si¡ce STOP end TIEIÐ controlled i¡tersectionc ere generally aseocíated sitb saal1
nr¡obers of accidents¡ I Eeaningful accideqt rtudy on IIELD comrersioa ui1l require

.BaaJ¡ test and cootrol sites. Conseguently, re are eeet<iog the cooperatioo of seræral
agencies. Your assistance in tbis itrportaot sÈudy sould be greatly appreciated.

1. Eave you cosverted any :i.otersectioos frm SÎðP co¡trol to IIELD co¡t¡ol withi¡
tbe past eí-r years? Yes_ No_ If so, iadicete bow uany for tbo¡s years:

1985_ 1984_ 1983_ 198? 1981; 1980

2. Eave you evaluated the accideat erperieoce assæiate¿ ritb tbe cocr¡ersioo?
Yes No ff eo, shat have beeo your findings? (Please provide details)

3. Are you planning to conarert any intersections froo STOP control to TIED cootrol?
fes_ No_ If so, hor ""oy?_
4. IJould you be villiag to participate in a before/after stuily? Tes_ No
If yes, ¡¡ould eandidate sites be: sites already conrærted-, planffi-
com¡ersions , or both ?

ff you cboose to participate it çi11 be necessar)r for your egeocy to provide scme
aecidenE, traffic and bighway data. I1¡e follocriog data ele¡ceuts are beiog considered
i¡ the design of our study. Please iadicate shich of tbese are available froo your
files or which you rould be williag to collect:

$pe of iotersection (i.e. 1-, 4-nay, atc.)
Land use (e.g., rr¡ra1, residential. outlyiog buei¡ess distriet (OBD)' etc.)
Approach speed (liait), najor aad qi¡or street
Approach voluoes:
ADl
Peak hour

Pedestria¡ voluses
Bieycle voluoes
Approacb grades
Iaters ectiou sight dis ta¡¡ce de ter¡i¡ation (adequate/inadequate)
Sketeh of intersectiou
Accident data
Police report
Sunoary report
Conputer accident record

RETÎIRN 10:

Eugh Il. HcGee
Belloao-HcGee, Inc.
901 Fo11in Lane. Suite 220
Vienna. VA 22L8O
(703) 2s5-33L2

Figure B-1. Questionnaire (Contrd)
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The poor response exhibited in the second survey rvas disappointing but understandable.
Many of the jurisdictions contâcted in that survey were small rural agencies where the
transportation departments were one person operations. In conversations with several of
these agencies a common complaint was that budget restraints did not allow time or
manpolver to become involved with surveys or studies.

Another technique employed to identify agencies willing to cooperate by providing
conversion sites was the placement of a notice in the ITE Journal (Vol. 56, No. 2, Feb.
1986). Only two jurisdictions responded to this notice.

RESPONSES TO PART I OUESTIONS

The remainder of this appendix provides the results of the responses to the seven
questions posed in Part I of the questionnaire:

QUESTION I - "What is your jurisdiction's policy, guideline, or warrant regarding use of
YIELD control at unsignalized intersections?" - 90 responses.

29 Jurisdictions - had no specific guidelines other than
the guidelines as stated in the MUTCD.

34 Jurisdictions - utilized other guidelines (in addition to
those in the MUTCD), and

27 Jurisdictions - stated that they do not use YIELD as a
traffic control device at intersections.

The guidelines that were reported showed concerns in the following areas:

. Safe Approach Speed

Most jurisdictions agreed with the MUTCD restraint that the minor approach should
have a safe approach speed of at least l0 mph (minimums ranged from 8 mph to 15
mph). Two jurisdictions required that the safe approach speed should not exceed a
maximum speed of 20 mph and 25 mph.

o Accident History

Five jurisdictions correlated the need for YIELD control with the occurrence of
right-angle collisions. Guidelines include:

- "the occurrence of at least two such right-angle collisions in a l2-month
period,"

- "average right-angle accident per year of three or more.n

- "an accident history of an average of I accident (angle collision) per year
for three years.'

. Volume

Four jurisdictions provided guidelines relating to volumes:

- â.verage highest 8 hour: 100-300 vph or greater; 24 hour volume: t500_3000

- average 8 hour: at least 90 vph for each roadway

- ADT on major roadway less than 2000; total intersection ADT less than
2500

- 24 hour intersection volume: 1500-4000; peak hour volume: l0O-300

Other jurisdictions showed concerns over specific turning movements. 'YIELD control
should be discouraged where there are predominant or significant left turns," and
should be installed'only at intersections with high rilht turn movements.'

Other important guidelines used by jurisdictions are:,

¡ Should be used where the assignment of riþht-of-way is necessary. In a
contrasting point of view, one jurisdiction repþrted that "experience has shown
thât YIELDs are only effective where it is obrlious to the driver that he should
yield."

r YIELD signs should not be placed to control thè major flow of traffic.

a YIELD control should be used with intersections of roadways of low classification
- i.e., residential streets, local with local, and kical with collector.

¡ Intersections should exhibit low pedestrian activity.

Several agencies sent copies of worksheets used ,to evaluate intersection control.
These worksheets are presented at the end of this appendix.

QUESTION 2 - 'What is your jurisdiction's policy, guideline, or warrant regarding
conversion from STOP to YIELD?"

There were no jurisdictions with policies regarding bonversion from STOP to YIELD
control.

QUESTION 3 - "If there is no policy or guideline in coriverting, what factors do you feel
are important in the consideration?" (107 responses)

The free responses of those surveyed produced several observations. The respondents
were primarily concerned with sight distance, traffic volumes, and accident experience.
Additional concerns were placed on geometrics, driver unde¡standing, and roadway
classification. A tabulation of those responses is presented in Table B-1.

(,
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Table B-1. Considerations when converting to yield control

The factors thât were considered important by the survey when converting from STop
control to YIELD control are:

QUESTTON 4 - "If you have made conversions, have you experienced safety problems after
the STOP to YIELD conversion was made?', (4 responses)

Since very few converted sites were identified by the questionnaire, there were few
responses. One jurisdiction reported a "failure to yleld to pedestrians' while another
reported that "motorists tend to ignore yield signs'.

QUESTION 5 - "Has it been necessary to reconvert any intersections from YIELD back to
STOP?' 'What type of problems forced those reconversions?. (17 responses)

The reported problems that led to conversion from a converted YIELD back to STOp
control \ilere similar to the problems that could be encountered by any yIELD
intersection. Intersections were converted back to STOP because traffit volumes had
increased, sight distances had changed or accidents had increased. unique to
converted STOP/YIELD intersections are citizens' complaints regarding the change
from STOP to YIELD. Even if a conversion is totally justified, political pressures are
familiar obstacles to traffic engineers.

one agency had experience in converting, over a peiiod of years, many unwarranted
STOP control intersections to YIELD control and presented the following reasons for
"retreating" back to STOP control:

l. YIELD signs don't seem to work as well at four-legged intersections where the
priority street has any functional resemblance to serving as a minor collector.
Accident histories and resultant complaints from residents have resulted in
changes back to STOP control along collectors and "near collectors' ât four-
legged intersections. The intersections along collectors usually present no
problem using YIELD sign control.

2. Trees and bushes grow, and over time as visibility triangles diminish, yIELDs get
converted to SToP sign control. The collective pain of maintaining sight
distances sufficient for safe yIELD sign control is not even clos;ly
counterbalanced by expressions of delight frorr motorists, or complaints from
motorists when the YIELDS are changed to STOps.

3. YIELD signs don't seem to work even at the intersections along four and five
major streets, except in rare special cases. I dcin't know if ics the width of the
major street or the speed of traffic along the inajor street (posted for 40 or 45
mph) but the few places we've tried them, we've removed them,"

QUESTION 6 - "tVhat procedures (e.g., special signing, media notices, etc.) has your
jurisdiction followed to minimize any initial negative impacß v/hen converting from STOp
to YIELD?', (12 responses)

Among the reported procedures are:

¡ News releases through ne\¡r'spaper and radio covi¡¡gs.

I Neighborhood notices

5

Conversion Factor
Number of Percent ol
Answers All Answers

Percent of
Respondents

Sight Distance

Traffic Volumes including:
- Available Gaps
- Greatest Movement of Traffic
- Predominant Left Turn Movements
- Low Opposing Volumes
- High Yielding Volumes
- Vehicle Type in Area

Accident Experience

Geometrics including:
- Angle of Approach
- Flat Angle Entrance (<60')
- Number of Lanes
- Grades
- Acceleration Lane
- Number of Approaches

Driver Understanding

Roadway Classification

Benefits from Conversion

Intersection Type

Pedestrian Volumes

Motorist Compliance w/STOP

Other:
- Field Conditions
- Capacity
- Amount of Street Lighting
- Unusual Conditions
- Enforcement
- Safety

88%7t

57

39

23

l8

t2

3

r3

280ó

22qo

l5%

9%

70%

480,6

28%

22qo

lSqo

9Vo

7Vo

ó%

4%

r6%

7%

5Vo

3Vo

2olo

2%

t%

5%

Local politicians and interested citizens are informed.
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Advance 'TRAFFIC REVISIONS- warning signs placed at the time of conversion.

Police observation is requested.

QUESTION 7 - "Please give additional observation regarding STOP/YIELD conversion. (37
responses)

Many of the responses to this question \¡r'ere negative toward the use of YIELD
control. Typical comments \¡/ere:

"Experience indicates motorists who frequent the intersection soon no
longer respect the YIELD sign's importance as they would a STOP
sign."

"... drivers don't know how to use YIELD.'

"I am of the opinion that many drivers do not understand how they
should drive a YIELD sign and similarly, traffic engineers don't know
how they are supposed to be driven so they are installed where they
really shouldn't be."

"I have never encountered a situation where a STOP to YIELD
conversion would be considered.'

'We believe that the public is used to a STOP control type
intersection. It should be left as such ..."

One jurisdiction sent a copy of an article relating to YIELD control (see Figure B-2)
which very strongly demonstrates the concern agencies have with liability.

Other Comments We¡e:

'An emphasis on the negative aspects of STOP sign installation needs

to be made. Besides, I don't think an ' unwarranted STOP intersection
will improve an agency's position in regards to liability."

'On residential streets... if YIELD signs are used, they should be used

th¡oughout the area and not randomly mixed STOP signs unless a good

reasons for the STOP exists. Politically this becomes difficult to sell
if STOP signs have been established in a particular area. The
problems: l) area residents love STOP signs. 2) area motorists hate

STOP signs. Area residents tend to turn out in great numbers before
political bodies and are unusually successful in getting their v/ay-
area motorists, even though they out number area residents, become
the silent majority ... voices unheard and therefore not considered.'

"Our past usage of 2-way STOP signs has substantially penalized the motorist.
In areas where this is perceived by the public, there tends to be significant a

amount of non-comPliance."

"... most people perceive a higher degree of control as better. The local
politician must be in favor of change for it to have any chance of success.'

THE DANGEROUS YIELD SIGN

The next example I would like to share with you comes from an article printed in the
Reeister on March 19, 1984, two weeks ago:

While riding her bicycle on the rvrong side of Atlantic Avenue, in Laguna Beach,
Heather Brobeck, 7 was struck by a car as she went throuqh a vield sien at
Caribbean Avenue. She has been in a coma since the Scptember 1977, accident.

The family sued the driver, who had only S15,000 insurance; ã property owner on
the corner $,here the accident occurred for failure to t¡im shrubs properly; and
th city, for its failure to have a stop siqn at the intersection.

The city settled the case out-of-court for $3.8 million.

The lesson from this case is clear -- the dav of the vielcl sien is over. If an accident
occures within tOQ miles of a yield sign, some plaintiff's attorney will use it to sue the
city.

Yield signs make for easier driving \¡/ithin a city, and, in particular instances, they may

ease traffic problems; but, they are tort liability time bombs.

Figure B-2. Article on YIELD sign use.
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"It should only be done at a fairly low volume intersection which has a good
sight distance and has had a very good safety record with STOP control."

"Many installations that initially received a STOP sign, could have received a
YIELD sign."

'If conversion will reduce delays and not sacrifice safety, it should be done."

n... most drivers don't stop anyway so you aren't really changing driver actions.
. . we are a developing city to the south so on new intersections we initially
installed YIELD signs where needed. ... in older areas where STOP signs have
installed, its usually not worth the battle to change to YIELD, regardless of the
justification."

"YIELD signs would best serve a population which could be expected to have
good vision and reflexes.'

"Extreme care must be taken not to create ambiguous control."

SUMMARY

The responses to the questionnaires and discussions with participating jurisdictions
provided some thoughts on why so few conversion sites were available.

There are many jurisdictions which feel that YIELD control is unsafe and thus will
not consider conversions in any case. Other jurisdictions, which have established policies
utilizing YIELD control, had already installed YIELD control where they were warranted
and now convert only when conditions (i.e., traffic volumes, traffic patterns, accidents,
geometrics, sight distance, etc.) change. These conversions are almost always YIELD to
STOP.

The foremost conclusion one can reach from the results of the questionnaire is that
the use of YIELD control in lieu of STOP control at intersections is a sensitive issue.

Many agencies have safety concerns over the use of YIELD control and these concerns can
be assumed to relate directly to an ever growing concern over public liability.

Definitive guidelines regarding YIELD control, as a replacement for STOP control,
need to be provided engineers not only to aid them with YIELD control decisions but to
also provide some relief from liability pressures. Good guidelines should be based on
engineering experience as well as on sound engineering studies. The use of the
questionnaire provided many useful comments, based on experience, which are incorporated
into the guidelines developed for thls project.

Horksheets for the Investisation of
Intersection Control
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APPENDIX C-DETERMINATION OF SAFE APPROACH SPEED

The 1983 Tralfic Control Devices Handbook (33) recommends that the technique
described i\ the Traflic Engineering Høndbook, (34) Institute of rraffic Engineers, 1965,
for the determination of critical approach speed (or safe approach speed). The following
discussion of safe approach speed is taken from the Trallic Engineering Handbook, Institute
of Traffic Engineers, 1965.

Safe approach speed studies are conducted to determine maximum speed at which a
vehicle can approach an intersection and still be able to stop in time to avoid a collision
with a vehicle approaching on the intersecting street. The value of the safe approach
speed can then be used to determine the appropr¡ate vehicle right-of-way control at the
intersection.

Figure C-l shows the typical situation. Two cases are illustrated: vehicle B on the
minor street approach is in potential conflict with vehicle A approaching from the left on
the major street; or, vehicle C on the minor street approach is in potential conflict with
vehicle D approaching from the right on the major street.

The values of a' and c' are assumed to be either 12 ft. (with curb parking) or 6 ft.
(wilhout parking), for both two-vr'ay and one-way streets. For two-way streets, the values
of b' and d' are either one-half the street width plus 3 ft. or the street width minus 12
ft., whichever is smaller; for one-way streets the values for b'and d'are either 9 ft. (with
curb parking) or 3 ft. (without parking). Values for a., b", c" and d" are measured in the
field. Yalues for a, b, c, and d can then be computed.

The approach speed of the major street vehicles used in this analysis must be at least
the 85th percentile of the spot speeds observed on this street; use of a higher value than
this will provide a safety factor.

In addition to the location of sight obstructions and the speed of the fastest vehicles
on the major street, a number ol other factors affect the safe approach speed from the
minor street. However, to evaluate eâch of these for every instance is likely to be
cumbersome, and several conditions are therefore assumed: approaching vehicles are in the
most dangerous legal position in respect to lateral placement on the roadway; driver
reaction time is I second; deceleration rate is 16 ft./second; and the driver's eye is 7 ft.
behind the front bumper and 2 ft. from the left side of the vehicle.

The chart shown in Figure C-2 represents the solution which makes all the foregoing
assumptions, and indicates a safe approach speed which will allow the vehicle on the minor
approach to come to a stop 8 ft. from the point where the two vehicle paths cross. The
chart is used by plotting the coordinates (a, b) and (c, d). A line is drawn through each
of these points to the appropriate major street vehicle speed scale A and extended until it
intersects scale B for minor street vehicle speeds. The smaller of the two values on the
latter scale is the safe approach speed for the approach. In the sample determination of
safe approach speed, illustrated in Figure C-2, the following steps were taken: t) the
coordinatesa= 35 ft., b= 50ft. andc=40 ft., d = 30 ft. wereplotted; 2) lineswere
drawn through each of these plotted points to the assumed 33 mph major street approach
speed on scale A; and 3) these tv/o lines were extended until they intersected the minor
street speed scale B at the values of 16 mph and 12 mph, respect.ively. Thus, in this

example, the smaller values of 12 mph is the critical approach speed for the minor street
approach.

A similar analysis is conducted for the other minor street approach. Il the two
intersecting streets have almost equal traffic volumes, the cntire procedure may have to be
repeated after the designations for major and minor streets have been interchanged.
Figure C-3 is a blank safe approach speed chart for deterrqining safe approach speeds.

s
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Figure C-1. Analysis of safe approach speed for vehicle on minor
sEreet approaching a najor streeÈ.
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To convert from niles per hour to
kilometers per hour , multiply by 1.6.

To convert from feet to meters,
multiply by 0.30.
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APPENDIX D-STATISTIcAL ANALYSIS oF SAGINAw DATA*

Of the three cities where STOP 10 YIELD conversions were made, Saginaw provided the
most robust data base for assessing the affect on accident occurrence. Therefore, a special
statistical analysis was performed for Saginaw to determine if the observed accident change
for the treatment sites was different from the control sites and to establish what factors
may have affected the observed change.

The statistical analysis employed contingency table analysis techniques which includes a
methodology using the principle of minimum discrimination information (MDI) for modet
building and model validation. The statistic that judges the overall performance of an
estimate is the information statistic which is a symptomatically distributed as a Chi Square
(x?) with the appropriate degrees of-freedom. Further explanation of this methodology can
be found in Handbook ol Statistics."

The Saginaw data file consisted of the following data elements:

- Site Number
- Site Type - convefted or control
- Road Class - local, collector, minor arterial, etc.
- Area Type - residential, CBD, OBD, fringe, rural
- Intersection Type - 4-way and T
- Corner Radius - tight (<20'), moderate, large (>40')
- Lighted intersection - yes/no
- Sight Distance - adequate, more than adequate
- Major Volume -five ADTgroups of 0-500,501-1,000, 1,001-1,500, 1,501-2,000,

and >2,000.
- Minor Volume - four ADT groups of 0-500, 500-1,000, 1,000-1,500, and >1,500.
- Ped Volume - none, low, medium
- Bike Volume - none, low, medium
- Accident - yes/no
- Accident Type - five classes
- Accident Severity - Fatal, Inj., PDO
- Accident Light - Dark, Day
- Accident Time - before/after
- Observation Time - no. of years of data
- Year - year of conversion

. 
By Jack C. Keegel, Statistical Consultant

** S. Kullbach and J. C. Keegel, "Categorical Data Problems Using Information
Theoretic Approach' in Handbook ol Statistics, Vol. 4, P.R. Krishnaiah and P.K.
Sey, ed., Elsevier Science Publishers, 1984.

A preliminary set of one-way frequencies \¡r'as run on all the variables revealing that
certain of the variables were mostly constants and, therefore, not amenable to analysis.
Those were:

- Area Type - all cases rvere coded l.
- Intersection Type - all but l8 cases were coded l.
- Radius - all but 20 cases were coded l.
- Light - all cases were coded l.
- Pedestrian Volume Class - all but l0 were coded 3.

There were 654 records of which 269 werc dummy records representing the non-
occurrence of accidents at the given location. Thus there were 385 accident records to
analyze.

It was necessary to know if the treatment and control sites were alike in the'before'
period in order to ascertain the efficacy of the treatment. There were 175 accidents in
the before period. As the records were for periods of different time lengths these cases
were appropriately ì¡/eighted. This gave an adjusted total of 178 accidents.

A sequence of two-way tables in which SITE-TYPE was one of the factors u/as
constfucted. The following factors tested different in "before" and 'after' as measured by
a simple chi-square test of homogeneity:

- Road Class (CLASS)
- Sight Distance (SIGHT)
- Major Volume (MAJ-VOL)
- Minor Yolume (MIN-VOL)

The appropriate two-\¡r'ay tables (ì¡/eighted) are found in Table D-1.

It should be noted that since these four variables are not of great significance in
distinguishing "before and 'after' cases, as will be demonstrated later. rrVe feel that future
conclusions based on assuming homogeneity are valid. Further, all other factors were
homogeneous at the outset in both the treatment and control groups.

Various contingency tables were formed using the available data. It was Dot possible
to analyze all the variables simultaneously as there \¡r'as not sufficient data for this.

The first table formed was configured as YEAR x SEYERITY x ACC-TYPE x SITE-TYPE
x PERIOD. This formed a5x2x5 x2 x 2 contingency table. A sequenceofnested
hypothesis v/ere run on the data with the results provided in Table D-2. At the 5 percent
significance level it can be concluded that of the above factors and interactions the
statistically significant ones are:

(l) srrE-TYPE (ST)
(2) YEAR X ST

Thus, it can inferred that SEYERITY and ACC-TYPE play no role in explaining any
difference that exist between nbefore' and "after' accidents.

The data was reconfigured as a contingency table w.ith factors SIGHT, CLASS, YEAR,
SITE-TYPE and PERIOD (i.e. before vs. after). This formed a2x2 x 5 x 2 x 2 table.
Again a series of nested hyp-othesis were examined with the resulting information statistic
found in Table D-3. At the 5 percent significance level it can be concluded that of the
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Table D- l. Two-way contingency tables for site type by major volumes, minor volume. Table D- I . Two-way contingency tables for site type by major volumes, minor volume,
road class, and sight distance road class, and sight distance (Cootinued)

SITE TYPE BY ROÀD CIÀSS

SITE
TYPE

ÀCCIDENT COI'NT

ROÀD CIÀSS

Local,
Local

LocaI,
CoIlector

ROI{
TOTÀL

Converted
24 L 25

]-4.32

Control
116 37 153

85.72

COLIJMN
TOTÀL

L40
78.72

38
2L.3*,

17a
100 - oå

SIIE-TYPE BY UÀ"IOR-VOLI,]ME

CHI-SOUARE D.F. SIGNIF'ICÀNCE CHI.SOUÀRE D.F. SIGNIFICÀNCE

4.L7757 1 0.0410 L5.29097 4 0. 0041

SITE-TYPE BY MINOR VOLTJI{E
SITE-TYPE BY MINOR-VOLUME

SITE
TYPE

ÀCCIDENT COUNT

SIGHT DISTÀNCE
TYPE

1 2
ROf{

101ÀL

converted
24 1 25

14.3å

control
90 62 153

85.78

COLUMN
TOTÀL

115
64 .42

63
35 .62

L7A
100 - o*

CHT-SOUARE D. F. STGNTFTCANCE
CHI-SOUÀRE D. F. SIGNIFTCÀNCE

L9.62727 3 0. OOO2
L1.41695 1 0.0007

5

STTE
TYPE

ACCIDENT COUNT

MÀJOR VOLT'ME GROUP ROr{
TOlÀL

1 2 3 4 5

Converted
o 16 5 4 0 25

L4.32

Control
5 40 69 33 6 153

85.72

COLUMN
TOTAL

5
2 .82

56
31.43

74
4I.62

37
20.72

6
3. så

l-7 I
100. o?

SIlE
lYPE

ÀCCIDENT COUNT

UINOR VOLIIME GROUP ROW
TOTÀL

1 2 3 4

Converted
16 9 0 o 25

14.3å

iontrol
40 56 41 t_6 153

85.72

COLIJMN
TOTAL

56
31.4e

65
36 .62

4T
22.92

16
9.Lz

178
r.00. 0å
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Table D-2. Informatbn stâtistic for variables of yèar, sevority, accident type and site type

INFORMATION
STATISTIC DF

Year (YR)

Sever;ty (sEv)

Accident Type (AT)

Site Type (ST)

YR X SEV

YRXAT

YRXST

SEV X AT

sEv x sT

ATXST

4.369

0.082

4.379

16.530

0.437

26.842

19.457

6.996

0.35r

2.088

4

I

4

t

4

¡ó

4

1

I

4

Table D-3. Information statistic for variabtes of sight roed clæs, yaar, sitè type

INFORMA'
STATTSTIC

SIGHT TRIANGLE

CLASS

YEAR (YR)

SITE TYPE (ST)

SIGHT X CLASS

SIGHT X YR

SIGHT X ST

CLASS X YR

cl.Ass x sr

YRXST

0.E64

0.62r

4-624

15.523

0.t34

z-496

0.û13

t.3r9

0.027

20-995



above factors ând intersections the only statistically significant one is SITE-TYPE. This
conclusion is very similar to those drawn previously. It is further concluded that Sight
Triangle and Class play no explanatory role in "before' vs, "after" accidents.

The data was further configured as a contingency table with factors Light Conditions
(LC), Major-Volume (categorized into five levels) (MV), Year (YR), Site-Type (ST) and
Period (PER). This yielded a2xS x5 x2 x2 contingency table. (n.b. LC had so few
observations at levels 0 and 3 that these levels were excluded from the analysis). The
results are displayed in Table D-4.

At the 5 percent significance level the Year x Site-Type interaction and the Major-Vol
x Yr interaction are significant.

The data was further configured as a five factor tab¡e whose factors were Minor
Volume (MinV), Major-Yolume (MajV), Year (YR), Site-type (ST) and Period (PER). This
formed a 4 x 5 x 5 x2x 2 table. The results are found in Table D-5. As before the
only significant interaction is YR x ST. Although major volume ìras not found to be
significant it was kept for further analysis since, on face value, it should be a key variable
in determining the probability of accident under either control type given a major approach
volume.

For the final analysis, a four factor contingency table was formed using the following
factors: Major Volume, Year, Site Type and Period. This is a 5 x 5 x2x 2 contingency
table. The results of the nested hypothesis analysis are shown in Table D-6. Of the
variables and interactions listed, site type and the interaction of major volume and year
were significant. Thus, the following hypothesis (model):

MajVxYRxST
MajVxYRxPER
ST x PER

The data was then analyzed using the procedure SKPKUL that looks at the underlying
parameters and their convariance matrix. Adjusting for zero cells and marginals the above
hypothesis has 9 degree of freedom (df). Now a Chi-Square \r,ith I df and a value of
13.330 is a very acceptable fit. However, an examination of the 25 parameters estimated
and their standardized values indicates that many ol these parameters are not significant.
Thus, it was decided to remove many of these parameters and see what behavior the
information statistic exhibited. As a first pass all main effects except that due to SITE-
TYPE were removed from the model. This model had an information statistic of 27.103
with 17 df, which is a very good fit. To judge the significance of the parameters that
were removed from the model one has but to notice that the effect of the removed
parameters has an information statistic of 14.373 with 8 df. As the critical value of a Chi-
Square with 8 df is more than 15 it is concluded that the removed parameters are
insignificant. Through a long process, more of the parameters were removed and 7
parameters relating to the MAJ-V, YEAR interaction were equated to each other. The only
main effect present in the model is that of SITE-TYPE. The odds factor table relating to
this model is shown in Table D-7. This model has an information statistic of 31.130 with
20 degrees of freedom. This is a very good fit with only 5 non-normalizing parameters.

From the information in Table D-7, if one wished to calculate the odds of "before" 1o

"after" for MajY-3, YR=2 and Site-Type=l (a conversion) the odds is given by:
0.678153 x 2.251475 x 0.399298 = 0.609666

This, of course, implies that the probability of a "before" accident is smaller than the
probability of an "after" accident. It should be noted that to show an improvement it must

Table D-4. Inlormation statistic for variables of light cotrdition, major volume, site type and period

FACTOR
INFORMATION
STATISTIC DF

YRXST

LC

MV

LCXMV

LCXYR

LCXST

MVXYR

MVXST

37.315

0.5r8

r.504

1.498

4.836

0.047

28.836

r.588

9

2

t6

Table D-5. Inlormation s¡atistic for variables of major and minor volumes, year, site type and
period

FACTOR
INFORMATION
STATISTIC DF

YRXST

MìnV

Majv

MinV x MajV

MinV x YR

MinV x ST

MajV x YR

MajV x ST

37.303

0.282

¡.825

4.47 5

8.r0r

0.067

25-59t

2.299

l2

l2

3

t6

D-8
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Table D-6. Information sratistic for variables of major volumes, year, site typc and period

FACTOR
INFORMATION
STATISTIC

be that the odds exceed one (l), i.e., the 'aftern probability of accident is smalrer than
"before' probability. All factors being equal, it can be seen that if a site is a treatmentsite that the odds (before/after) are approximately 4096 of the same odds at ã control site.This indicates that there was an increase in the'after'prbbabitity at the ireatment sites.
Further, from the convariance matrix the associated pârameter for Site-Type is statistically
significant at the .05 level.

In Table D-8, the odds are,ordered from highest to towest for various levels of major
volum-e, year and site-type. Thus the experimental conditions go from least favorable to
most favorable. It should be noted from this table that with no exception the conversion
sites occupy the least favorable part of the list. Also, the odds fall into distinct segmentswhere all the odds in a given segment have the same odds. The question that is nowposted is whether the different odds are statisticatly different. Uìing the covariance
matrix of the underlying parameters and the values of the parameters theäselves it is easy
to show that these different odds are in fact statistically disiinct.

In the left-hand colum¡ of the table is the appropriale function of the tau's ( r )**.assocjated v/ith the respective odds. The table containing the I's and their covariance
matrix follows rhe odds table (Table D-9).

One notices that all the favorable odds occur for the control sites. One notices that
Majv=5 occur for these; however, no Majv=5 occur fo¡ thg conversion sites as none were
in the study. It is clear that conversion from STOP to YIELD in almost all cases increases
the probability of having an accident under experimental cbnditions encountered. This is
reinforced by noting that the odds factor for Site-Type is 0.39929g0.

The relative odds (ratio of the odds) is an excellent indication of the elfect of the
treatment. The following is a list of relative odds:

è
æ

DF

MajV

YR

ST

MajV x YR

MajV x ST

YRxST

2.277

4.3t3

15.2 ¡ 5

34. r 85

4.J43

7.390

t6

4

4

Table D-7. Odds facror table

BASE
0.678 r 53

MajY x YR
(r,3) r845.099365

MajV x YR
(2, r),(2,2),(3, ¡ ),(3,2),(3,3),(4,2)(4,4) 2.2s t47 s

Site-Type
0.399298 level I

n.b, all other combinations have value I

MajV x YR
(t,4) t844.749268

MAJ-V YR Relative Odds

4
4
3
3

2
2
2
2

4
3
4

2
4

3
2

I

2.504
2.504
2.504
2.504
2.s04
2.504
2.504
2.s04

The r's used in log linear representation of estimates are analogous to the 0's
use as regression coefficients in ordinary regression analysis. Just as ln
regression analysis, different models yield diffe¡ent r's. In fact, in both cases
we do not use the underlying true parameters as they are not available and
must be estimated. The r's (i.e., their estimates) appear in the representation
of the cell estimates for the appropriate model. Since these r's aie estimated
they are statistics and have means, variances and covariances with one
another. Further, these T's represent the main effects and intersection of
factors under consideration. The approach we qse provides both the estimates
of the r's and their convariance matrix.
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Table D-8. Odds table Table D-9. Matched Pain of Odds

MAJ-Y YR ST
Control
Odds

1.5268
0.6782
0.6782
1.5268
0.6782
o.6782
t.5268
1.5268

MAJ-V YR
Treatment

Odds

Major
Volume
Group

Year Odds
0.6097
0.2708
0.2708
0.6097
0.2708
0.270E
0.6097
0.6097

Site-Type
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

23))
2t

2
2
)
2

4
3
4
,)

4
3
2
t

4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2

2

2
2
2

44
43
34
32
24T.+ f

f .+ f -I 42 I 250.565*
4
4
3
)
2
J

2
)
2
2
2
2
)

4
2
2
2
¡
2
I

t.5268
t.5268
1.5268
t.5268
1.5268
1.5268
r stÁRÌ, + I

4 I I 0.6097
2 t l 0.6097
3 2 l 0.6097

_ f1 + r.tt5 2 2 I 0.6097

Thus, it can be seen that, all other factors equal, the d¿¿s o¡ having an accident at a
treatment site are 2.5 those at a control site. More precisely, as the site-type is
homogeneous with respect to all important variables, it cah be said that the probabiliry of
an accident at a treatmeDt is 2.5 times that at a control site independent of the particular
factors that charâcterize the site.

5
5

5
4
5

3
3
2
2
4
)
4
5
I
I

4
)
I
5
3
5
4

3
4
I
5
3

5
I
)

.,

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
.,

2
2
)

0.6782
0.6782
0.6782
0.6782
o.6782
0.6782
0.6782
0.6782
0.6782
0.6782
o.6782
0.6782
0.6782
0.6782
î Á19,)l-

2
4
4
2
2

2
I
3
3
4

0.2708
0.2708
0.2708
0.2708
0.2708

Y.+ f. 3 4 I 0.2708

* These odds are due to the fact that'after' condition has no
accidents recorded; hence; these odds are an aberration and should
not be taken seriously.
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THE TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD is a unit of the National Rescarch
Council, which serves the National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of En-
gineering. It evolved in 1974 from the Highway Research Board which ìvas established in 1920.
The TRB incorporates all former HRB activities and also performs additional functions under
a broader scope involving all modes of transportation and the interactions of transportation
with society. The Board's purpose is to stimulate research concerning the nature and performance
of transportation systems, to disseminate information that the research prduc€s, and to en-
courage the application of appropriate research findings. The Board's program is carried out
by more tha¡ 270 committees, task forces, and panels composed of more than 3,300 admin-
istrators, engineers, social scientists, attorneys, educators, and others concerned with transpor-
tation; they serve without compensation. The program is supported by state transportation and
highway departments, the modal administrations of the U.S. Department of Transportation,
the Association of American Railroads, the National Highway Traffrc Safety Administration,
and other organizations and individuals interested in the development of transportation.

The National Academy of Sciences is a private, nonprofit, self-perpetuating society of dis-
tinguished scholars engaged in scientif¡c and engineering research, dedicated to the furtherance
of science and technology and to their use for the general welfare. Upon the authority of the
charter granted to it by the Congress in l8ó3, the Academy has a mandate that requires it to
advisc the federal government on scientific and technical matters. Dr. Frank Press is president
of the National Academy of Sciencæs.

The National Academy of Engineering was established in l9ó4, under the charter of the
National Academy of Sciences, as a parallel organization of outstanding engineers. It is au-
tonomous in its administration and in the selection of its members, sharing with the National
Academy of Sciences the responsibility for advising the federal government. The National
Academy of Engineering also sponsors engineering programs aimed at meeting national needs,
encourages education and research, and recognizes the superior achievements of engineers. Dr.
Robert M. White is president of the National Academy of Engineering.

The Institute of Medicine was esiablished in 1970 by the National Academy of Sciences to
secure the services of eminent members of appropriate professions in the examination of policy
matters pertaining to the health of the public. The Institute acts under the responsibility given
to the National Academy of Sciences by its congressional charter to be an adviser to the federal
government and, upon its own initiative, to identify issues of medical care, research, and
education. Dr. Samuel O. Thier is president of the Institute of Medicine.

The National Research Council was organized by the National Academy of Sciences in l9l6
to associate the broad community of science and technology with the Academy's purpose of
furthering knowledge and advising the federal government. Functioning in accordance with
general policies determined by the Academy, the Council has become the principal operating
agency of both the N¿tional Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineçring
in providing services to the government, the public, and the scientific and engineering com-
munities. The Council is administered jointly by both Academies and the Institute of Medicine.
Dr. Frank Press and Dr. Robert M. White are chairman and vice chairman, respectively, of
the National Research Council.
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